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• Vandalism
Delta Tau Delta fraternity house hit by vandal
By Matt Wicicenbeiser
Staff Writer
I delta Tau Delta's fraannits ham
was the scene of a break-in and rim-
ye vandalism over the weekend
the suspect is a reenther of another
fratenuts . Phi Kappa S4cm3. hut
clams he acted on his own aid was in
no was mentioned tis his fraternity
Invengator IA ilium Laughlin
with Univerats ofMaine PuNic Safe -
ty said Patrolman Oris Canino first
netioeci sigrs of orathie Sunday Sept_ ,
31. ar appnwimarly a_m
Aerating the insident molt
Gainer saw smashed picture fealties
une free:nits cornros aid mrs-
,ellarcuc deals ...awed over Delta
TA/ Delta's front lawn.
Delta Tag Delta's advisor. Duane
Brooks said he didn't realize ans -
dung % a' .cniss until ni,!kr ..fTners
r•—A-cademic affairs
knocked on his Milli door
Brooks woke the twothers in the
house and together with the police
the surveyed the damage
The bmthen had not waived to
put the Name ans orr group How -
esti. while the [enema) had a TV set.
hikes and a stereo which could have
been stoicn. Brooks said the vandal
had onls he fraternityiebiect nuns.
"It s as a prank. I guess, but it
v. as a big one.- Brooks said, shak-
ing his head
The mcideri nepon saad the break -
in had occurred through a Man
suitissk in the clowirstam area. at
ahout 4 a m
A fire estingurtar had teen emp-
tied over the kitchen area, coveran
the room with spas
A pool table had been damaged,
and the vandal had made has was up
rito hn when" trans mom. where
MacKnight stives
to stTcnthe11 UMS
By Jason Mrintesh
Staff Waiter
New Vex Chancellor for Aca-
demic Affairs of the University of
Miat Syqamn, Nancy !Arc /Croats,
bops in sie an enchain on the
yam part of her organiatioas
• She plain ic 011"41/1IX Wood-
bury seffore a strengthen the bond
between UMS'S
"Osanxikir Woodbury has
made a very . v=y good start cm
diat goal.- she said.
Het personal gods iodide die
ormomme a amilliaikandisia
• weines'aidaes hi the sysies.
Ma:Knight was appointed to
the Naar over the simmer by
thisaCheaslica Woodbury and
officially honk the tide Ara. I Sbe
tad been acting as Waal vice
cisinorBor since Seratenter. 1992.
She was fire oared to the inter-
ne+ prinuon ivhen Ds. Richard C.
Bowers. mamba:awry profes-
sor rat "Maine. retired frorn demi
last yes. bean MacKmght. Ifis
annum sice chsecelire. fi0 in fee
ham
This ts the *tact poutionut
The system so fa for MacKmdt.
io fast mime 1.-Maine as art
assastaat Enghsh pm/manna 1972.
She then climbed her was to choir
Sec MACKNIGHT
on NW' 8
trophies, cries ad companies Ind
been &tinged
Laughlin estimated er darner at
well over S1.000 and the members of
Delta Tai Delta said the damages
surmounted $5.010
When Laughlin was called to
the scene. he decided to call Sam
Sisielld, Phi Kappa Sigma s adsi -
we because of incidents that oc-
curred over the past week insist sing
the two fraternities
tIlbi Rids). Sept_ D. at approci-
marls, Ill ant. five people had
been caught walking down College
*soma with Phi Kappa Sigma' s sign.
Matthew Shurewa) • 19. (*Som-
erset Hall. le-an-Paul Mardian 21.
of III C'ollege Avenue. Orono. Scott
A Dillon. 22, of Anson. Scott Sama-
ra, 21. of 111 College Avenue aid
See VANDAL on page
•
Items taken as evidence : Pubhc Safety from Delta T
au Delta
fraternity house. (Wickenheiser photo.)
• Hate/bias crirne
Education, acknowledging
differences is part of solution
By Malcolm Smith
Volunteer Writer
On Jul s 7. 19/14. 23-year-old
- es Howard was beam and
thrown off a hridge in Bangor by
three men who had veen Howard
walking arm in arm with another
man
it was just supposed to he a
pan prank. you know tell oar
friends that we scared the Immo.
that he c-rawk-d out soaking wet-
Jim Baines. one of the three ran
-sbc pied guilty to the CTIMC. said,
Charlie Howard drowned
Hou ard was the victim of a
hate cnme A timelines crime Is
defined as a cnminai offense can-
mined aga! ,^ra person or property
%Skil is ffi0i:‘, a:ed in shole or in
part by the offenders bias against a
race. religion. ethn:c.'national
mop. or sexual orientation
group
In addition, the harassment of
a person on the same grounds is a
violation of both civil law and the
University of Maine discnmma-
tion pihes
investigator WilhaisL . Laugh-
lin of the Ds.gurtuism of Public
Safer", is the designated Civil
Rights Officer for L-Maine h is
Investigator Laughlin's ; t".pkwrsi -
Nit* to report suspected hate
crimes to the Maine Anornes Gen-
eral's office, his office also for-
wards copies of police reports to
the Office of Equal Opportunity
for review for possible -
non policy violations
Two incident, of suspected hiz,
crimes were reported to the Attor-
ney General's office in December
of 1992. whtch is the same nrrie
that the Ds panto, nt of Public Safe-
r' started reporting these cranes
-Neither of them net the clas-
sifications of that office- Laugh-
lin. said. -We've had a number of
incidents where him statements
have been said. we deal with those
; at the university level
When asked which group, are
most often targeted for hate cnrne.
on the L'Maine can. the Dire, -
tor of Equal Opportunity Susan
See HATE on page 9
• Free speech
Brother Jim evokes criticism, comment and controvers
y
6-other hi,' Gilles addresses crowd
 ir
o4 the L),,icin (Boyd photo.)
By Bonnie Sirnoock
Staff Werner
Brother Jim. a siren preacher raised a stiron
cams over the Univers:ars a Maine's free
speech poky. religious rears harassment and
imerrapenn ofde arra pima
According to L'Istauw PINK Sday Inset,
Rpm Laighlan. 'Smear Tom-iv Jim
Giles lois tnien Wan and travels to colk-re
camades up ad dare lir EAA Coat WO his
ardipe. lisighlka mid finder Ten toady
dims up twice a year a 17Maine
balm Jam preaches die lb- of he
paeans lite helm he axeriedGed He !web
wine dram Set sticc. aortae. hurt 411f11201
awl lock 'it' toll It's the was he parodies which
cherna or offends pen* He Ins a home*
mar In mean with incksiduas leirorc
the crowd somewhat agitated and somrtmrs
tees obscene runes an nem
According to the First Ar,ersilists, he has
every rats to do an Aozinnimg to UMaine • s
Free Stench and Ancrohly Pre:). their may he
a problem when tie &swam 411:1[2Z or the
"araderliC emcee. -
-1-he policy lelltik cyder to ensure the
es+ ricks-dual can /web prime Invbes edira
tonal coal, imenninheledIs unwarated dis-
tractions c isaptenpnawto estabhd, proce-
dure fa scheduling al nonacademic random
rasa events ' According to [law Pen, dt-
reacircithe Manorial Uninn. tannic, shoed
he aiwthen to any arrwarfied ow 
'Ttr policy prohnNy should aprt www-
cwir *hag; Rand sad -If whs he is doing
chew': seem tie in the hes wiriest of what
we're aying to do as a unoversin. we'd take
%NW anon
He said rompinns he heard were rncstly
over annals of Brother Jan's message
not _rant maiduric_l. I involves some-
one truing judgment it involves identifying AC
wag a range of community standanis. Rarac-
sod1f snmentr is hntheresi they tw-, move
away born him, sixty ehrwhere A peter, ha,
a right to complam Brother Jim hie a right u:
weak %lime right, arcade whom's—
/Weer Jim was Pane eats last week fa
three days He ckmi a crowd. at times. of 1( tc,
15C people Tate Cale is a sensor nhilosopiTy
mayor with a coras- Ter aeon m rehgiou, snate,
and is a ieskrnt assavant in Penascrit Hal,
Gide Was cite stuclerarfirn's audience
-I were their in inns r the Peatinds
See FREE SPEECH on page 5
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WorldBriefs
• Hostage story
Waite's memoirs raisc• old arguments
4 LoND oN API - Freed from the chains, the fear and the boredom
 he suffered
I as a boat:ire. Terra Waite has returned :0 the public arena
 to face painful questions
about what he as doing in Lebanon
The publication of a% aite's memoir. "Taken on Trust.- has r
e% ived charges that the
Church of England ens 0% was naise. or an egomaniac, or a stoo
ge of Oliver North. that he
took credit for hostage releases actuall% bought with U.S. arms
 shipments to Iran, that he
is still holding back some of the truth
ak aite insists his conscience is clear
"Particularl% isser here, a lot of people are out in the journalistic profession to
 make a
reputation tot themselves, and to be smart and sa% . 'Well. we
 Ann% better.'" Waite. 51,
said in an Inters iew last week
" An on can sa% is. 'OK. where were sonw hen there K as a need? Were on there'
Where were son when one of '.OUT fellow journalists as captured?' ••
Whateser his mouses. Waite paid a severe price. 1.763 da% s
ot capti% its, most of them
fl soluar) confinement
The bearded. 6-foot-7 aide to Archbishop of Cantertais Ro
bert Runcie had been
in% (lived in secunng the release of British prisones from han and 
Lit%%a In 1984. an
kmencan Presh%tenan official. Fred Wilson. sought %a aite's 
hc;p on behalf of the Res
Benjamin Weir. who had disappeared in Lebanon
Weir's captors. Islamic Jihad. took more hostages in 1985 Te
n-% Anderson. the Res
Martin Jencks. Da% id Jacobsen and Thomas Sutherland
V. err V. rekased in September 1985 Two months later. The Associ
ated Press bureau
in Beirut received a letter signed h% Anderson, Jacobsen. Jenco
 and Sutherland. addressed
to the archbishop of Canterbury
• Taking advantage
China reiterates stance
against corruption
B1-1.11Nt , 4P, — In the latest sal%o of China',
ant a orn.rstion campaign. the gcnernment has of
dered poil,C :‘, quit charging for missing peson•
searches and to stop bending the law to favor relators and
tnends
The practices are among 1(1 t%pes of corrupt hem% /Of that
the go% ern rnent ants to end. t %ffic ial media reported Sunda%
Communist China s rulers launched their latest anti-
graft campaign earlier this summer But there has been no
clear indication the campaign V• ill be ans more successful
than earlier ones
Graft has become endemic under the get-rich-quick
mentalit% fostered h% senior leader Deng X iaoping s. mar-
ket sty le economic reo-rris
The p ernment scants police IC, stop charging for
-eg. sten ag .-hanges net. adence and for handling crtminal and
.irder case, the \ inhua News Agenc% reported Sundaa
P. ..e ,-riligg,ing tipping oft criminal'
- it,. ntere•:, ]r. entertainment center,
-t,, ,Age parlors the newspaper
• Foreign flood
Alps site of worst
flooding in six years
4 
• • 
..:cr tore awa%
at hndges and roadbeds on Sunday . swamping Alpine
towns across northern !tab. Switzerland and France
At least 1 1 people have died
Thousands of homes and businesses were flooded and
hundreds of residents evacuated in the Italian regions of
iwuria. Piedmont. 1...-mhard% and Valk d' Arista Dam-
age estimates have run into hundreds of millions of
dollars
There were warnings not to drink water from some
aqueducts contaminated Its (Rind waters and electricita
remained out to thousands of people
The bodies of tvx o brothers were found late Saturday near
the industna: tt% of Turin in a car 1 5 feet under water, 
news
reports said Two other people also drowned Saturda% in
'set flooding in Valle cl - *vista
Two ,sthe- people died last week in Italy. one in the
ientia and the other in Aosta near the French
• Hamm terrorism continues
• Waite publishes memoirs of time spent in captiv
ity
• Jordan to stop accepting Palestinian refugees
• Suicide bomber
Terrorist botches bomb, kills only self
2 JERUSALE
M (AP) — A Palestinian bleu himself up with a car bomb in the
occupied Gaza Strip on Sunda% in an apparent 
suicide attack gone aara, the Israeli
arms said No one else was hurt
The man's charred bod% was found in the burnt
 out car, the anus said The remnants of
two pipe bombs and canisters of bottled gas we
re also found in the car, which was
discos ered b% a routine arms patrol in Gaza Cit%
Arab reports said the dead man belonged to 
the Muslim fundamentalist HallLt,
organization. which has vowed to sabotage the re
cent peace agreement between the
Palestine Liberation Organization arid Israel The a
greement calls for Palestiniar, autnnomy
starting in Gaza and the West Bank town of Jericho
A leaflet published b% Hama% and the smaller Islamic
 Jihad group after the explosion
said there would be more suicide attacks "against th
e Zionist enemy "
Arab reports identified the dead man as Ashraf Mahadi
, 19, a tailor who had served two
isnson sentences Hamas actisists set tires ablaze and eu
logized Mahadi as a martyr
Earlier this month. a Palestinian rammed an Israeli bus in t
he Gaza Strip with a makeshift
C3f bomb The car, also rigged with bottled gas. failed 
to blow up One Israeli was slight!)
injured and the Palestinian was killed
Yasser Arafat's mainstream Fatah faction of the Pt 0 s
aid it would stop attacks on
Israelis Hicham Jodah, commander of the Fatah Hawk
s in the Gaza Strip. said his 50
fighters had not struck at Israeli forces since the accord was
 signed Sept 11
"We ha% e orders not to initiate ripening fire We stopped operatio
ns against the arms
and against Palestinians suspected of col laborat ng.' Jodah t
old the Arabic -language daii%
kl-Quds
WorldDigest
1P-
4 V7
• Closed doors
Jordan says its full; will
accept no more refugees
.AMMAN, , AP - Jordanwillnscaccrpi
Pakstmlan refugees who leave Syria and Lebanon a
government ofTecial said Sunday. because "our land
and nut econorn% cannot take it an) more
Information Minister Maan Abu Nowa at said the I 'nited
States must heir find an answer to the problem of the
reform-a Most were forced out of their homes in Pakstine
when Israel was created in 1948
Abu Nouw ACs comments came amid reports that S%ria
and I elution might expel Palestinian refugees once a settle-
ment is reached in the .Arah-laraeli conflict
He said it the% came In Jordan • •ii will he catastraphic for
the area and ther. sou will have turmoil in Jordan Our land
and our ecreasmy cannot take it ins more
Jordan alread% hosts 12 million Palestinians who fled
there in the 1%7 Middle East war, and rii-c.nnocithera who
came after 19411
6
3
• Opposition
Hard-line Parliament
continues to defy Yeltsui
6 API Tho
usands of RussiansMOSCOW
Boris Yeltsin at a concert on Red Square
Sunday and at least lo.onn people marched through
downtown in the biggest demonstration of cumin for th,
president since he disbanded parliament six days ago
Across town, the hard liners who have defied"
ident h% refusing to leave the parliament huildinf
their heels
It need he we will stas here for a sear.- said patlia
ment speaker Ruslan Khashulatos . leader of the appeal-
match lawmakers who remain holed up in the hudding.
known as the White House
Late Sunday in a potential's significant develop...M.
the Interfax news agency reported that a top Yeltsin aide had
agreed to simultaneous padiamentars and presidential elm'
lions No date was mentioned. an.' the rs-r- -.den' ha` "
apprised the nr.ssaal
The Maine CampiLl
• Technology
Camp.
By Jason Mcintos
Staff Writer
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• Technology
Campus cable system improves throt
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
the l'nivesity of Maine's on, ampus
cable sy stem has been going through come
changes lately v. hile pros iding the same ser-
vice to campus residents since it was first
plugged in almost two years ago
The room that houses the cable system is
like something out of The China Svndrome,
hidden behind a labyrinth of locked doors
deep within Somerset Hall's basement
Shelves crammed with various electric parts
and tools. several monitor', and a jungk of
rubber-insulated wires surround a wall of
LED light -studded metal boxes.
Each channel on l,Maine's cable system
has its own pair of these VCR-cited boxes
The dishes atop Sonierset feed signals to the
receiver which translates them into video
The second box, called a modulator, attaches
the proper channel number to the concerted
signal before sending it on its was
All these signals are then mashed together
into a single. thick cable, which then snake
and branches its way around campus This
cable sends programming im through an am-
plifier in each building and finally into peo-
ples television sets
Mike Morin, technical coordinator for
Campus Living said the cattle system has had
no major problems in its less than two-year
history. except for a faulty switcher recently
replaced_ This switcher would often re-wind
channel 10S movies before the credits had a
chance to rok
Morin said he's certainly glad the system
has held up so well. hut people are prepared if
site!. 
• Prize scam
something ..CTIOlic shodid go wrong
"People get ugly if it goes out.- he said
To la77 up the looks of CLN. Campus
lis ing's own bulletin board style informa •
non network on channel 2. the department
bought a Video Toaster this summer The
Video Master is a des ice that hooks up to a
computer to produce carious video effects,
such as different transitions and fades
"It allows you to make some fairly neat
things.- Morin said
Presently. the toaster is just being used to
show the department's logo, but Morin said
Campus Living's Karen Salch is preparing
packages of graphics and information to he
broadcast soon.
Residents On Campus. cc ho determine
channel Ific ping' amming. has also under-
gone some changes Ky le Rankin. a member
of the l'M ante Student Video ('limb, was hired
as the new programming director
Rankin who helped produce The Show
last April, plans to use Wednesday and Satur-
day evenings to brIvadi-ast student -produced
videos rather than the commercial films which
normally fill channel 10's mghmme schen-
uk
The Shy% . starting in October, will Locum-
ue to run in half -hour. weekly. episodes. Rankin
said He also plans to include Etcetera, a less
comedy -oriented variety show and The Portn,
an ongoing parody of the "twentysornething-
genre of snap operas
Not a whole lot of specific planning has
gone on yet Rankin said "I wouldn't es-en
call it a planning stage it's more like a
dreaming stage right nosh.- he said
Rankin said the rest of the nme slots may
Scam took $1 million from elderly
SLIDELL La iAP) -- Ilse con artists
would ririg cow hells when they reeled in anoth -
er victim. And their cohorts, husy at phones in
the small office, would stop and cheer
Police said they base busted a major phone
and mail swindle by an office of people who
preyed on ekkrts people across the United
State and Canada
Police Chief Ben Moths estimated that
the operation, which went by several names,
bilked victim.s of mom than SI million before-
ti was smashed Thursday with 11 arrests
"We got major. major clime here.' he said
He said the SealTI promised mites of as
TT1UCh as 575.000. but vkilms were told that
first they would have to advance money to pay
taxes on the pore The amount victims sent in
ranged from a few hundred to several 
thou-
sand dollars
Morris said he expects those involved also
may face federal charges of mail and tele-
phone fraud The 1111 and the 1' S attorney's
office also are investigating
Pollee sered three thick notebooks filled
with the names and addresses ot duped peo-
ple. along with the amount of money they sent
in Ages also were noted, the oldest victim
police have found in the lists was 04
ATTENTION!
HEALTH PROFESSION CLUB MEMBERS
The first meeting of the year for ihe members 
of
the Health Professions Club is scheduled for 
Thursday.
September 30. 1993. The meeting will be held 
in Room
102 Murray Hall and will begin at 6:30pm.
This will be an informational meeting for all
members of the Club Please come prepared
 to share some
ideas you may have for the upcoming year. If you
 are
unable to attend. Tim May be reached at 581-
6721. Most
impor tantly. at this time. MENTORI) will be assig
ned to
those who expressed an interest in the progra
m.
lAght refreshments will be served Hope 
to
see you there.
Tim Redding, Club President
Mike Morin, Technical Coordinator for Campus Living
, in the basement of
Somerset Hall. (Boyd photo)
be filled with shows from other tmiversities
These shows would he acquired via satellite
through the National Association of College
Broadcasters, a service Catripus Living will
pay a monthly fee to receive I:Maine's own
shows may eventually he broadcast over the
Caine system
"We'd like to see what comes out of the
RIT, and put it on OUT cable television.-
Rank in said.
Campus lasing sends olit cutves c everv
so often. Morin sail to es aluate the rorular.
tty of the currently offered channels and to see
if any new channels should he added
It students show enough interest in a
certain station, then it 'sill he pies iewed for
a short time, and finally installed as a regu-
lar cable channel if it goes over well The
Sct Ft Channel got its break at I;Maine in
this manner
-The nature ot the business is that a ne's
channel is hom every month.- Morin said
"If I still lived in the dorms. I'd be totally
psyched about this.- Rankin said
IMain St. Mountain Bike27 Novth Main cL Old llbwn (207) 827-0200At-
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• Wilde Stein
Campus group provides support and education
By Brian S. Thompson
Volunteer Writer
Its important to let people knou that we
are That there is a tta, lesbian and bisexual
presence on campus," Heather lee, the nest
co-chair of Wilde Stein, said
Lee. along with Alex Ringenhach. heads
the Universit of Maine's gay. lesbian and
htsexual student group
U'ikie Stein meets eVell Thursday at 6•"%0
pm in the Memorial Union's Sutton lounge.
Lee said the gyoup's putpose is twofold, it
provides a suppnn system few UMaine's gay,
lesbian and bisexual sommatity ari helps
educate the entire university CWINT11111111.:N on
gay . lesbian arid bisexual issues
Lee does not see the group as necessarily
political
'live very naturei if-being a gax gisaipmakes
US political in some sense- Ire said "Some
people may hnng up political issues. hut it's not
like lkt‘ re this big radical political group"
The format 01 a Wilde Stein meeting Ouc-
tuates eNtn week This year, the lust hall hour
will he social, with business taking up the next
20 minutes The rest ot the meeting still he
devoted to discussion or Matching films
I et and Ringenhach see their roles in meet-
ings as facilitators This yeal they said they
hope y anous members still take a more active
risk. such as leading discussions on topics
whist interest them
"Hating one person in charge leads to a
hierarchy that we want to avoid.- Ringen-
hach said
Lee said not evetyone needs to participate
in the discussions
"Some people itist u ant to soak in the
atmosphere of being in a morn full of gay
people:1 er said.
The group is also involved in planning
lectures and mo% ies In October- Wilde Stein
helps sponsor ty Mona! Coming Out Week and
in the spnng they help plan Gay. lesbian and
Bisexual Auarrness Week
This wine-stet, along with the lesbian.
Gay, Bisexual Concerns Commmee. %Vitt*
Stein will have an informational table The
table will he located in the Union every other
WINITICCdaN
ec said it's important the gay mmmunits
be N imhle all sear long
'lhe more people are tain.:ial with some-
thing. the more likely dies are to he accepting
ot lee said
Bob Coney . a first year graduate student.is
a nest member ot V. iltle Stein lie has been to
two meetings this semester
"I u as impressed that there were a lot of
people and it u as in a pretty open arca,-
Colley. said
Coffey liked the idea ot having two co_
chairs
"It's nice to see a lemale and a mate in
charge.- Colley said.
lee %%ants Wilde Stein to continue t +bleak
down oerrotypes about gays. leshiaio sad
lksetuals with its meetings, informational ta-
bles and sponstmed programs She would also
like to see moire students becoming involved
with A'ilde Stein
"We really want to welcomr new people
into the group." Lee said -The group is only
improved hs basing vim propte. new kicas
and nest perspectives
• Finding peace
Former
BOSTON (AP) --- The former anti -scar
radical who emerged from hiding last u tek
to take responsibilitt for hes past pleaded
guilty Fnday to raiding a government ar•
mory 2-3 years aro
Katherine Ann Power. 44, who purport-
edly u as trying to help create a revolution -
ass amiy . pleaded guilty in U S 1)istrat
-oun to federal charges of thefl of govern.
merit pmperty from a National Guard ar
in Newburyport on Sept 20. 1070
'five pleads guilty to more charges
Deteme attorney Rikki Klieman said he,
client had no regrets about sunentienng to
lace the charges
'I think she is at peace... Kheman said
Assistant I. S Attorney finan Ken said
Power and several accomplices who were
caught and COM Toted long ago stole a pick.
up truck. military radios, 400 rounds of
ammunition and des ices for setting ,'stTes-
pleasives
Power told authorities the military equip -
September
"Steal Deals"'
2. Michelob Family New Item!
12 Packs Eggroll
:s6.99 79'
Budweiser Family
12 Packs
ht iitweise7
iiorma••••••••••• 
deposit
Supei
Big
Gulp©
69 t
Try our feature Slurpee
flavor of the month
Back to School Blue!
u as going to he delivered to the slack
Panthers. Kelly said
In exchange for the guilt', plea. the go'. -
emment said it would recommend Power
serve a five-year ninson term rather than the
maximum 10 years
In addition, the government agreed to
dismiss federal hank robbery charges stem
ming tmni a holdup in Philadelphia nearly
three weeks before the 'Newbury-port theft
Pouri drove a getau ay car in that cnme.
which netted $6.200. authonnes said
She also drove a gem% ay sar three day,.
after the annorx raid %%ben she par mated
in a Bositsn hank rtshhery that left a police-
man dead
Posse, is ho hes arise one ot the na -
hot, • i.‘rige,t sought female fugitives at-
ter that • rime surfaced last week to plead
nitlt - state court to hank robbery and
manslaughter
She still he sentenced Oct 6 on those
charges, and the I S attorney's office said
it will recommend that her federal sentence
run concurrently with vhateser she geo in
state court
I'S Distnci lodge Nathaniel Grin
scheduled sentencing for Nos 24 on
federal charges
After Friday 's heanng. Kheman saki
Power's motives dunng the anti-% teams
Vi at mos erneni should he considered bar-
ing semen. ing
''Kaihenne Power did riot act in a saris-
urn' she said
Kheman also stressed that -the 1.'vel
nam Vi ar and the protests do not etere
u hat she did
NANO "NTS TOPICS"
Sept. 28 Stress Illanagement - M. Chase ik S. Mursoka
Duesday, 3 1Sp.m.
Nutter Lounge. Memorial Union
S o: new programs designed to help older students maxi:,
untversitx expel-Fe-nee providfne, Important information t,
for themselves both physitealh and ernottonalh
KUMON MATH IN MAINE
GOOD MATH SKILLS - SUCCESS FOR YOUR CHILD
• Impnwed Math Skills
• No Mow Math Anxiety
• No More Gender Disparity in Math Skills
• Gifted & Specially Talented Welcome
• 15-20 Minutes Daily Homework
• Twice a Wkek After-School Classes
• 15-20 Minutes Supenisec1 Class kNbrk
FREE ENROLLMENT IN sl-7PTEMBER & ()C7t)BER
CALL DR. BALAKRISIINAN
at 827-2859 (EVENINGS)
17.u. kfaine Canipic
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Free speech from page I
LAxinge hut heard him (Brother )inal and mal-
lard it would he ussieas uy. I %via interested in
watching what people's rea.tion %amid he to
him. I ended up watching him for ahom two and
a half hours.- Gale said
"1 u as stunned beyause s hat he was saying
was so full cif hate. 1\lot only his womb but his
gestures trio "
Gale said he obscenely dm/smear-awl how to
use a coat hanger fur abortion He also said
linAher Jim made nide comnrnts about Nano-
sexuality .
lie does %Tara, things like link homosexual
in to masturtmtion. He made fun of homosexu
als and dr un he perceives them all to he It was
childish and offensive
"I support freedom of speech hut at the same
tune. there as a fur line between firetioin to
speak and disturbing dae pear."
Gale said he Irani an officer had asked
Brother Jim to 'tone it dnan "
"In my opinion. il that was toned down born
offensive he must haw been pulling his panes
Joan before,- Cale said
'V* r got a call around p.m . Sept 21 from
an unidentified .mller that Brother Jim was
mei lanting the flow ot traffic to class, that he
was making assauhive TINTINICS about gays and
the orwc1 was rowdy ." Laughlin said "We
didn't lava% what to expect"
Laughlin asked Brother Jim to tore ckian
while another officer talked to tropic in die
crowd He said the druid was agitated at firzt hut
pea to the pone where the. found Brother Jim
maintaining
"We are limited and can Kt cads when there
is a problem" Laughlin said lie's prvuy welt
read it, regani to his rights When people enter
%saltines vino a dirinime or discussion with hurt
Laughlin said in a manner of speaking, if
someone willingly speaks with him. they give
up their right to privacy and can't accoie hire
verbal assault PuNic Safety can only take action
if some son of physical assault a 'real inflarii
mali's and questionable language" is used
-To gnaw. we have to listen to different
rOilltt of view. Ns the problem occurs when he
gets too strong riser them," laughlin said
Doug Pathrter, studem arbiror or' ("amp is
Crusade for Christ said ofhis own conservati ye
Oristianin • ".4nyone would thank if Ftwithei
Jim %sem to find a hedmate with his views, it'd
he me. But as far as he's concerned. I'm going
straight to Hell.
"He Ls a yahoo, a it. He makes a
many out of Onisianity If I amid live the
u ay he says he lives. I wouldn't nerd Cod,"
Palmeri' said.
Palmeier said Bmtha Jim condemns people
ova then v.rengc
'Thai is rile we than adequate to let people
know hou they are sinning h. a not my Orr to
condemn anyone." Pharter Slid "We all Now
it Brother Jim says Pr news sam anymore If
anybody say; they don't sin, they haw deceived
theirrelves. Self deceit is the vomit kid"
Pahneler said he thinks Brother Jim has
difficuky ckistinguisinng between a person and a
person's thoughts, lien mid beliefs.
-Personal attacks ratter than drawee:mem
is wrong.- Palmeri -aid
'1 have no idea %tar to believe firm his
mon." Palnrier said. '11e makes people think
We don't have enough thinking people on thn
campus He's was out dew M lel field hut
Tropic are thinlang and that's good Its pert of
the tavversity exgerienix
Brother Jim could riot he reached for acm
mr to he travels
Ticket's .n -e on sale
• 
10
in the Umon and
.tthe Athletic ()Ali:v.
THERE'S A
BETTER WAY
TO PORTLAND
AND BOSTON.
CONCCatItristAlLaNAYS
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE!
Concorri Trailways, one of northern New England's largest
intercity bus companies, offers fast, convenient, non-stop
service from Bangor to Portland, with continuing non-stop
service from Portland to downtown Boston, and connecting
service tc Logan International 4irport. And now, there's daily
roundtnp service from the University of Maine in Orono,
with additional service Fridays and Sundays'
The; comforts of lef
travel for a frontiers
of the cost. -he things you
like best about flying are here. .
fast travel time, a movie, choice
of music channels. big comfort-
able seats, climate control ann
even a snack
Riding Concord
Trailways is en fast
as your car and costs
less. The student fare from
Bangor to Boston (with I.D.) is
just $SO roundtrip! Or travel from
Bangor to Portland tor just $30
r-oundtrip ;with ID.). And, it's just
2-1,4 hours to Portland from
Bangor, or 4-1,4 hours to Bos-
ton. instead of fighting traffic
you can read study, or just relaa
he floo boort of
Illoolope, the modern Concord
Tralways Station is located in
the business district, just across
the street from South Station arid
AMTRAK. There's also a -7"
Station with service to most
colleges and universities
It's peed for the
environment. Ride public
t-a - and lamp no air
in Maine dean and healthy
Ride from campus.
Concord Trai Ways stops be rid
the Maine Bear at the front en-
trance to the gym on Gyro Drive
No reservations necessary
Additional scheduled
service from Bangor
with plenty of free
parking at the new --a -Nays
Station on Rte. 222 (Union
Street). Take I-95 Exit 47 (Rte
222 Ohio Street Union Street',
and follow ttae signs to Bangc
International A rport. Trailways
Is on Union Street. between
Wendy's and !Ades Muffler.
almost dire :tly across the street
from the airdort entrance
Can we help? Questions'
Call Concord -riklways
TOLL FREE at 1-800-639-5150
seven days a week from 700
a.m. to 620 p.m. From the
Bangor area call (207)945-4000
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Voice of Hornets returns for Snapshots
By Frank Gallagher
Volunteer Writer
Sr 'hots. the Cnisersity 01 Stunt pro
duced tele% goon magarme is set to kick off its
Laird seaS011 Sionday . Sept 27 at 7p m The
debut episode u ill he hosted hs Millinocket
name anti 'Maine alumnus Steve Martin
Many people nught remember Martin as
the sportscaster for WART TS fle is now the
s ,ske of the (lauione lIrcnets professtonal
basketball team
'Snapshots is a half hour oppixtunits to
showcase the unisersity • to he pm and
positive. - Jamie Parks. tele% isksratatho pro-
ducer teksision cotedinatta tor the Depart-
ment of Public Affairs. said "It. shous all we
otter here. Ink luding some things posple mas
not knou atsui
ta7 Inn
••
at 1 11
Each episode is made up of two to eight
minute segments uhich focus on I'Maine's
ctannutment kaming. discovery , and ker-
s KV to the public This season's opener still
shine the spotlight on the mans l'Mainesum-
met ail% Me,
Ammg the features The Native Amen -
can Language Press-nation pmgram. uhich
makes use of .1 computer donatol bs 1-Maine's
litkNWI Museum to the Penoluctit Indian Na-
lions Indian Island School The computer
samultaneous,s displas s output in both English
and the Prost-soot language
Segments on summer Tom camps. the
Science and Math Academs and childam••
outdoor theater program sponstweChs the 1)e
tairtment of Theatre.1)ance are planned
Ihe rinscram not ,snls highlights aspects ,s1
1.Maine of interest st,idents, but es cry era
•, CP
•••
I .e1
In • •
f d :t you:.
sode features segments pmduced by stude
nt
terOeteTN
"Snapshots... has three student assistants.
Kara ticrnes Sam Ray mood and Jessica I al
-
their Laliherte•s take on the Japanese es-
chang • students uho participated in the three
steel, i stal immersion program this summer is
this seasons first student piece
"We do a link hit of esees thing here.-
Lahhert • said "A lot of behind-the-scenes
stuff like dubbing tapes. audio ss,xrk, and acting
as a production assistant on lot anon shoots "
She trunts work on "Snapshots" as some of
her most s aluat4e broadcast experience "Ms
tint segment was uith Hill Patrick of ESPN
That u as great ! learned a lot I hope to heconr
a sports commentator somedas." she said
The thou.% production team is approxi-
matels percent alumni. .ust the monthls
.--yr "Ns vvet.
• A. ail
pr irt er is.
14,
With Vrsa* lancet be accepted at more then IC milli
on
Owes- neatly ttwee tirles more th7- ArnerKan E
xpress
And that's not a rnisnnnt
Visa it's Everywhere Yes. Want Te
• '"'" ....ssul•••••••••
euest h st is also an alumnus
"lhe guest alumni hosts are one of the
nkest twists to the show.- Parts said. lhe
public likes them and the telesisim magaime
goes alumni an opportunits to talk about the
institution they really believe in and uhat the
unis roils has to offer."
Parks herself is a I, 'Maine graduate 1mm
the (lass of .10 "Snapshots also features set
merits produced by Ron lasnet, telesision
radio pmducer and (lass of lit2, and Kim
Mitchell. television/radio producer-radio co-
ordinator and (lass of '7fs
lAtok for "Snapshots" in regular time dots:
7 p in, the last Atinday of nets month begin-
ning Sept 27 on Channel 5, 4 10a . the first
Smalls of net) month beginning (Kt 3 7 10
pm . the last Thumbs of even month. and
Portland beginning Sept 10
• Pumpkin panic
Bad weather,
fewer pumpkins
By Debra Hale
Associated Press Writer
Had %scattier too much rain in some
states. too little in others - could mean
lesser lack -lanterns and pumpkin pies
this fall
"Pumpkins has e hada tough row to hoe
this s C3I • said Hill Villutesitie. al niveraty
of Illinois extension educatot based in fleK-
alb, Ill
He estimated roughly hall the imp might
he lost this season in Illinois. one of the
nation's top pumpkin prsduiers and proces-
sors. and said the shortage extends to most
other states too
(-harks E Vogt!. a s egetahle vecialist
ith the university 's department of horn-
. ulture, rapes ts the shortage to drive pnces
up as much as 50 percent Normans. a
pumpkin might cost 15 or so cents a pound
"There'll he pumpkin panic." warned
th ay ne Garde. who &soles five AA his 41
acres in South Ram ngton. Ill to pumpkins
cup said had weather has left the pump-
kins to disease
The shortage is "%AO tdespread this
I mst don't know where people are goink.
hnng them in from... he said "Even if they
look good today. in the next five weeks, a kit
of fruit rot can set in"
Vetigt sail V. ashington is the onls state
he•s heard of to report larger-than-no-
pumpkin crops this season
1111111111A11111
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Volunteer Writer
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• New decals
UMaine improves parking
By Judy Gormely
Volunteer Writer
Parking at the University of Maine has
changed this year. Accommodations have
been made by the Department of Public
Safety and President Fred Hutchinson
which could ultimately benefit the entire
campus and c
Hutchinson had 44 town meetings last
year. The meetings were open to employ -
ees, students and anyone interested in at-
tending One major issue decided on from
those meetings was the need for the Uni-
versity of Maine Visitor's Center. Anoth-
er change was the need for parking im-
provement
"No one has designated parking on this
campus." John R Halstead. vice president
of student affairs, said. "The Orono cam-
pus has egalitarian parking at UMaine for
faculty, staff and classified
In May. Hutchinson and the executive
council approved a parking transition to
take place in the summer months, notified
employees and began redesignation of lots,
with new signs and new decals. to be
effective Sept 1 of this year
"Everything was orderly and smooth
running." Halstead said
Classified employees are now includ-
ed under the heading faculty/staff
Halstead said his early arri% at in the
mornings does help with his parking, but
when he leases and ret, ms he is no differ-
ent from anyone else on the campus in
looking for another location for his vehi-
cle.
A major change was to accommodate
the newly located Visitor's Center at Chad-
bourne Hall Visitors on campus require a
central information location and conve-
nient parking The actual'. 'sitar's average
is 75 per day and approximately 150 to
400 visitors each week
"Those are only the ones that actually
stop by before going to other locations,-
Halstead said.
There are 5.755 parking spaces with
241 spaces now as ailable to accommo-
date handicapped persons
"We mer• -01 the necessary require-
ments set by law, and actually has e gone
a little further in adding the handicap spat:.
es in each lot and other converi•ent lot a -
tions," Ronald A. Brown, construction
specialist for engineering services, said
"We have a major concentration at this
campus on safety for everyone."
Brown mentioned with downsizing.
timeand financing are factors. Elevators,
ramps. lighting and many other things are
consideration. with teno% at i ng the
UMaine campus
"The only major changes are with the
visitor's parking lots at Chadbourne Hall
Overall enrollment is down, with the ex-
ception of this years freshman classes
Employment has also decreased" Elean-
or Miller. parking coordinatcr at Public
Safety. said
Miller mentioned the abundance of
parking as ailable on this campus, that
there are many vacant spaces, and conve-
nient parking is all interpreted through
indisidual conception
"We do a full tour in an hour or so
that covers the vast majority of campus.
on foot. The campus really isn't that
large," David Gage, the coordinator of
the Visitor's Center said "I ride my hike
every day of the year, it can be done I do
have a car, the bike is just quicker. and
healthier "
The faculty/staff parking outcioe of
Chadbourne Hall is mostly to accommo-
date the visitor'. with several convenient
locations for handicap persons The em-
ployees in that building have moved from
50 feet to no more than 150 feet. to the
closest lot available
Gage discussed other campuses around
the country and mentioned many do not
allow new construction which would take
aw as parking space
Sec eral spaces requiring no decals are
scattered throughout the campus with time
limits of 15 minutes to 10 minutes
All decals and limited passes can he
purchased at either the Department of Pub-
lic Safety or at Chadbourne Hall A S50
fine will be given to anyone illegally
parked in a handicap spot. either a special
plate or card is required
tr'r
or•'•.t...ri, tartar , • ... -•
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•
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hate from page I
Estler said incidents are most likely to he
based on sexual orientation and race, how-
ever "the person who yells 'faggot' also
yells 'nigger'.- The types of harassment
committed are "a lot of graffiti and assaults,
just verbal kind, of behavior," Estler said
Faculty and staff can also be victims of
harassment, in part with innuendos, com-
ments and jokes Estler said 'There is a -high
level of fear even though we have a policy
that protects people,- she said According to
Estler the frequency of harassment of 5taff is
not high, "but each incident is unaccept-
able...
On the issue of the non-reporting of
incidents, Estler said it is hard to know how
many- people do not speak up when they are
a y ictim of harassment
"If you go to a Wilde-Stein meeting .
you'll find a large number of students talk-
ing about something that was said to them,
at somebody yelling something out of a
window." she said
This type of hehac ior may go unreport -
ed, and although the yelling may not -rise to
the level of criminal behavior, it creates an
environment where it gets scary- for that
person.- Estler said
Estler sees a two part solution to the
problem of hate/bias crime, the first part is
education. Estler said she thinks people be-
have out of ignorance. because they do not
know the meaning of the terrns they itcc, net
out of harm
-The term 'nigger' was horn in vio-
lence," Estler said. She added that the word
'faggot' was used during the early witch
hunts, when gay men were used as kindling
to burn the accused witches
The second part of the solution in', 01'. Cs
"not rendering people inyisible." She said
that instead of treating everyone the same
out of good intentions, we need -to ac-
knowledge (peoples; differelces in a posi-
tive way rather than to pretend they the
differences) do not exist
"The majority of people on campus would
be appalled to think that things like this go
on, hut because they are not hearing about
these incidents, they don't get the opportu-
nity to raise their voices,- Estler said
Baines is now spending his time working
on the education aspect of the solution He
talks to police and students about the subject
of hate crime
"I can nes er he forgiven for what I did
Boil can try and convince kid, not to wreck
lives." Baines said
Stubborness cannot be
renounced.
DIOAI1E4S'e
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Clinton plans interim controls to prevent health insurance abuses
ASIi1Nt ;ION t feanng that
insurers might dump sick patients. hesident
Clinton w ill ask Congress to impose Yanct
regulations on the insurance industry dunng
the transomn to his new health care system
e u ant to make sure that the incur -
ante market doesn't to t. razy dunnf the
intenm penod.- Ira Magaliner. the rest-
dent senior health care ads 'set, said in an
inters lest
The reforms would bar insurers from
cutting off any one's health insurance if he or
she became sick and w ould allow ut,rkers to
stay insured AY hen they swat:heti jobs. nen
if they or their children base chronic health
problem,
Clinton hope, to ha% r a untsC r sal health
t are ss,tem in place by mid-1997. w ith
fir% rating system making insurance more
expensise for the young and health) and
cheaper for the older and sickly
His ads isers eiqx-ct man) small compa
me, to get out of the health insurance host
T1V, N hen they are forced ro compere on t
he
basis ot managing care rather than as °Kling
nsks
A lot of in,ure,, might look at tthe
future) and say. 'Well. I'm not going to he
able to he around two years from now, so
I'm rust going to raise my prices or drop all
my sick people:' Magaiiner said "We've
got to male sure that doesn't happen "
The new
3-D graphing
grade-making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-bustin
HP 48G
Check it out
The new HP 48G graphic calcula-
tor gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot less than you think.
Get more
• t`ush a button, choose from the
pull-down menu, and fill in the
blanks. Entering data is that easy.
• View 3--D graphs.
• ACCeSS over 300 built-in equations.
• Perform algebra and calculus
operations on equations before
entering values
• Enter and see equations like they
appear on paper.
• Work with different units of
measure The HP -1St; will convert
them for you. For example, enter
int hes. centimeters. yards, and
feet together in one equation -
convert them.
Get more ... for leas
• Compan, prices — the LIP 4•St; fits
your bildget.
Special introductory offer*
When you buy an HP 4$t; or
HP 4.stoz yott can get free
software (plus games') and a free
cable for connecting to your
desktop PC. Write programs for
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard.
or store HP .48 files and programs
on your desktop PC.
Pick up a coupon at your college
b, ii i ire
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MacKnight
from page 1
of the English department and than there went
on to he Onino's associate site president for
Academic Affairs She went to %kiwi( for UMS
in 1988
"I was interested in a larger anon," she said,
of her jump from being a 'M ame faculty -
her to a I 'MS employre s hallenge 4 fitting
allofthestate'scampu es into a %%irking system
intrigued her, she said
MacKnight. w ho toed a ithi wit success, to
balance lecturing and system staffing at the
start 01 her latter career, said she misses being
a professor. She hopes to return to her old line
of work at Uhlame in the future
Mac Knight heads the continuing operation
of several tasks within academic affairs She
works with the Vise Chancellix lot Adminis-
tration. Wtlliam J Sullivan. and the Board of
Trustees to see them through
Tasks include ads icing whit-h of UMS's
faulty members should receive tenure, coor-
dinating and e valuati ng the universities' present
and planned courses and holding regular aca-
demic planning meetings
Because the cy stern's academic affairs de-
rxinment has chief officers from every univer-
sity in the sy stem, the process is slow.
The recent approval of a new graduate
Vandal from page I
Joseph tunnan, 1 It. of I II College Avenue,
OnTio were applehentied near Lambda
Alpha fraternity house, and surrinkrised to 3rd
lAstnct Court in Bangor for (lct I. 1993 for
then
Laughlin felt the theff might have provoked
retaliation by members ot Phi Kappa Sigma
Laughlin contacted Smell° who asked
around conceming the Delta Tau Delta incident
Todd Michael Mover. 20. of Bucksport, was
pointed to and then quesnoned hy Siviello and
ended up going to the police and confessing to
the crimes Mercer said he had been by himselt.
and the fraternity was in no was involved
I aughlin made it clear there was no col-
ds-nor the freak an and % andalism were in fetal -
tation for earlier theft 1 aught in also said akohol
was a tailor in the Sunday incident
Tensions were high at the Delta Tau Delta
house Sunday morning, according to 1 aughlin
looked kind of bleak that morning. but
acmally we were able to get through it land of
quickls he said
Si% iello saki he ander officers otlitu kappa
Sigma had made it clear there were to he no
rt-tahatIons for the sign theft ald for the miser
Delta Tau Delta thefl of an intramural sports
trophy
Sis tells% also said he didn'• feel it was a
fraternity incident.
-It's not a Greek thing, it's really nix at all."
he said
Sivielk, said Mercer was an older student,
who had been around when ns airs between
naves was !treater
"1 feel so had fir them (Delta Tau Delta,
became they 're not going to be able to eat for a
Siviello said 1 feel horrible for the
young man iNien-er, because he went out and
did something horrible without thinking about
ii and it's plin$ to affect his "
Ross My les. I kb Taii Delta president. said
he and the other brothers were wire the sandal -
ism and tweak-in were totally lot% iduai acts
lvlsk-s met with Phi Kappa Sigma's leak-
chip and said they were 'Willing to work with us
and they wanted no hard feelings "
Soaello said he learned the need to he alas,
hotly positive in a situation like this one that it is
clear there is to he no retaliation
-1 guess there were sorrr real emotions
involved" he said. -But when tirs head cleared,
he did the nght thing, and you got to respect him
for that
course in envininmental sciences took about a
year to pass, for example, and that was relative-
l) quit k, she said
Her office has recently been involved with
2002:' a 10- year academic plan %On& n
replaced the standard t INS 2-year plans.
MacKnight said Pmject 2002 was initially
drafted by xlhury to save the economically
strained sy stem some money It ties in with her
own goals for a stronger. more unified system.
"It's in response to an i ncrease I demand for
education in the 210 century." she said
A main feature oi Project 2002 is a plan for
what MacKnight called promotion of collegi-
alit y lbe plan involves having each of the
sy stems universities act, when necessary, as a
single educational center to maximize educa-
tional efficiency. while working with limited
funding and faculty
Whik something to the tune of English 101
will he offered e% en where, Chinese, for ex-
ample, has only limited demand as a course.
she said, so it's only taught on the Farmington
MacKnight said lithe plan is sucmssful, it
will help to make the University of Maine
System one of the strongest of its kind in the
country.
• Train wreck
Authorities hope `black
box' has answers to crash
SAFtALAND, Ala t -- As the last
three skims were pulled from the wreck of
the Sunset Limited, investigators turned their
attention to recovering the tram s 'Naos hoc
for help reconstructing ,krntrak' s worst crash
The de% ice - a solid-state gadget 4 S-
-11 inches wide and as thin as a credit card
— was to he removed from the locomotive
and sent to a laboratory in Rockville. Md
,oday for study The data could help resols e
differences in reporting times on t'oast Guard
and rail logs
The 120-ton kicomonse. pulled Friday
from the 15-foot deep muck of Bayou t'anot,
contained the bodies of three Amtrak engi-
neers, authorities said The death toll from
Wednesday morning's crash now stands at
4- Authorities said 161 people curs ived
High-pressure water hoses removed silt
and mod packed into the kx-omonve's cab
The engine s unarm arnage was sheared off
during impact. officials said
Two more engines and one cargo car have
yet to be reocnrred, and that eiTort resumes
today, wording to CS X Transportation Inc .
the rail company that owns the track
The investigation by the National Trans-
portation Safety Board has been hampered
treatise it has been unable to inters Ina the
,slot and three cress members of the tow -
boat MV Mauvilla, owned by the Warnor
& Gulf Nas igation Co Officials have said
a barge struck a railroad bridge shortly
before the Sunset Limited hurtled ofT the
span in pee-dawn darkness about 11 miles
north of Mobile
The pilot, captain and two cln:khands have
referred authorities to their lawyers., who failed
to return NTS13 phone calls. said John Ham -
rnerschrrudie the hoard member heading thr
invecnianon
"The bottom line is we need to talk to the
crew," Harnmerschmkit said "The,. have
the nforrnation '
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• Column
The dog dilemma
Bonnie Simcock
Almost everyone has a soft spot for puppies V4 hen pe
ople
become lonely. the urge to have a pet, something to tak
e care ot
and keep company vs ith. often becomes overwhelming 
Ani-
mals need a lot ot attention Attention isn't hard to gi
ve when an
animal is small. cute and cuddly The problem is animals ge
t big
and although they still need the same amount of care.
 they are often left to fend for
themselv es
Most people who base time consuming 'ohs, trav
el a lot, or are full time
students should lust say "no- to the urge to have a pet. es
pecially dogs
There has been a recent boom in the amount ot dogs tied
 to trees or posts around
campus The Jogs are there almost al; day waiting for 
their master. to finish class or
work Some are at least left with a tOod and water dish b
ut many are not
Dogs should not he left tied any where tor a long time.
 certainly not a college
campus lirsi. IllOst dogs hark or howl One dog left by Auher
t Hall howls all day
at stranger. le• a wonder this s'og has any kind 
ot voLal chords left at all
Not only is this howling and harking loud, annoying. and
 distracting. but it's
also fnghtening to some people Not all people like 
dogs lire owner's defense
may he. "My dog would never hurt aT.one. HeNhe is t
he nicest dog may he
true, the dog may have a wonderful relationship with 
its owner The same dog may
also feel threatened by or aggressive toward a stranger a
nd could lash out Even it
a dog means no harm. how is someone afraid of do
gs supposed to know it isn't
dangerous when it's harking and lunge. toward him or her
 '
Se, ond. a dog needs space to run and exercise It you li
ve in a small apartment,
you need to pros ide some sort ot space for a dog in which t
o live Letting your dog
run free around campus isn't the answer It causes the
 same difficulties already
mentioned and also creates the question of who leans 
up after the dog ' All dogs
have a habit ot going to the bathroom in places they
 shouldn't, where pedestrian
trail'', is greatest
Dogs are curious s ITAIUre, and often wander into 
buildings w henev et they mas
have the opportunity Sometimes dogs are searching
 sit their owner. Many
classes base been interrupted by the presence ot a dog w
ho nins through the room
Dogs require much more maintenance than other ani
mals They need more
food. grooming bathing. somhmg and clipping 1. an
d need to he walked
preferably on a {cash in crowded places Unfortunately many 
students don't have
time tot all this Sometimes the responsibility gets 
left on some unfortunate
roommate'. shoulders It you are the owner. YOU nee
d to buy food and take care
of the dog Don't expect anyone else to do it fix you
Before deciding to have a pet, you should consider y
our lifestyle and your
income Dogs are expensive to feed and keep healthy T
hey need vaccinations and
regular vetermanan check ups If they get fleas 
or worms, you have to pay for
medicine to rid them ot the pesks Dogs nerd to he licensed
 in the town where you
are a resident licensing costs are minimal hut fines 
add up it you don't do it
Animal control officers have the right to take an unlic
ensed dog to the pound it
complaints are made
Re ,ure you can afford a pet and try budgeting money 
out of your income before
sou actually get one If a dog is out of your reach. set
tle fer a cat or a hamster It's
onb fair to ."(irself and Your per to 
take all matters of .are into consideration
map,' Ishii dogs and misses HigginA
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• Fraternities
Taking the heat
Fraternities are often seen in a neg-
ative light at the University of Maine.
One would think that eventually this
negati‘e light would dim and Greeks
would he accepted as any other organi-
"at ions are accepted.
However. it seems whenever this
negative light does dim. fraternities put
in a a new bulb.
This w eekend two fraternities turned
the spotlight on themsel% es and Greeks
are going to he forced once again to take
the heat
In the past fraternities at this campus
ha%e been tied to such crimes as rape
and illegal use of alcohol, and are noss
being linked with theft and vandalism_
If it is a reputation they are looking for,
that is exactly' what they are getting
Many times it is the actions of indi-
iduals within the fraternities that are
responsible for gi% ing the entire house a
had name and Greeks often fall victim to
the unfortunate situation of being "guilty
by association.-
May be it's time to start worrying
less about if a prospective brother can
pass a pledge test and to start worrying
more if he can pass a test of morals and
sound judgment. II not, the whole fra-
ternity might fail in the long run.
It is time for fraternities to take a
long, hard look at their past and their
future and decide if they want to contin-
ue to backtrack or if it is finally time to
move ahead t MAW
• Recyding
The garbage can is too full
Carelessness, mita terwice. or just
plain being lazy. call it what you will.
but don't ever say that recycling isn't
practiced because their is no need or
opportunity .
Most people's idea of recycling
involves dumping out last night's old
beer from the 'Beast' cans and carting
them down to the nearest bottle re-
demption center for the monetary
weekend party reward of S2 25
The idea that the cans they are get-
ting paid for will actually he used again
for some good never even goes through
their minds, and this is why most rec% -
cling stops at cans and bottles.
The Common Ground Country
Fair Recycling and Composting team
has tried to impress upon tamp* rs
that many things L an be recycled, and
this weekend they did it all over again
for the fourth year
Held in Windsor. the fair brings
thousands of people and their tenden-
cy to produce garbage esery year
In 1992. the recycling team, along
with volunteers, picked through many
tons of trash and wv re able to recycle
or compost 95 percent 01 it.
Although picking through trash is
not an appealing adventure, there are
so mans things that can serve a better
purpose than landfill fodder
Chances are, many ot the things
tossed into your garbage can, to what
you think is the hest and only place for
them, probably could come back and
be used all over again
With the know ledge that recych
is important to the environment and
there are ways to conserve waste, the
only thing to do is find out how you
can reuse 95 percent of your trash
nmG
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• Prejudice
Equality by listening to more than just ourselves
To the Editor
Well I feel that this world has a long viva) to
go. and I feel that people air genera!, nusun
derstood
I fed that so much frail) does depend on
the weather — however for all the wrong
reasons
It seems like a r4 of people are out-ot
touch
I fed that more people should think about
what Malcolm meant when he said the "X"
represented the unknown
lied that we are aliens on our own planet.
and I wonder why ni one seems It, Care
I feel that we all have faults, and we should
embrace them with understanding
I feel that people rely on words too much.
speaking when all that is needed tor even ap-
propriate) is a smile of the touch of a hand
lied that true friend. ship is extremely scarce
I feel that the big people talk 100 11111Ch and
that the link people are often unheard.
1 feel that ia.vcrn. sexism, and many other
isms are alive and quite well, even in a shel-
tered link place called Onion, and I think it
sinks
But most ot all. I think people need to take
the time to use thee minds Cfratwely — to
actually think for themselves Listen to those
things which have so much to offer.
Listen to the river It has been 'peaking
with the nicks and earth for millions of years,
and it understands the meanings and answers
to the questions we are too ignorant to ask.
Listen to the wind, because it has been all over
the world It has observed with the distorting
angles of prejudice and discriminization. Lis-
ten to the person with the purple ',air. since
• Hemp plant
Pot became illegal for wrong reasons
To the Editor.
I am writing in response to a letter to
the editor in The Maine Campus on Mon-
day . Sept 13 entitled "Legalize the 'love
and peace' plant " Although most citi-
zens may, he aware of what marijuana is.
inany of us fail to recognize the other
uses ot the cannabis hemp plant
Manjuana is only 10 percent of the
cannabis plant The other 90 percent is
what we call hemp Unt it was made
illegal in 1937. hemp was used •
duce most of the world's fuel, fiber. pa-
per. cloth and rope V• hen hemp was
banned in 1937, smoking marijuana for
recreational purposes was a minor issue
• University band
Band story
off the beat
To the Editor
1 am wnting to clear up come omis
ions and misinformation given in t
"LIVIame Band Full of New Life.
first and biggest omission is the fac
hat the marching hand has new uniform
his year thanks to the support of ou
lumni Association They raised th
23.000 necessary for the purchase. an
e owe them a tug thank you for this 
a
ell as all the support they have given t
he hand in the past_
Second, I would like to clear up t
onfiscion about attendance at games. I
as implied that attendance is voluntary
nd that people come and go as the
ease We do have a strict attendanc
vlicy, and all of our members are re
uired to he present at all rehearsals
anks scheduled All members must ml
ow these policies whether or not
 the
re taking hand for credit
Chris Whit
Bla‘k Bear Marching Band Direct
In fact, cannabis prohibition has nothing to
do with, getting high The cannabis plant
was made illegal because of the industrial
uses of hemp. Big corporations, like Du-
Pont. v iewed hemp as a threat to their syn-
thetic industries, mainly because it's a plant
and anyone could profit :rom it. So out of
pure corporate greed. DuPont and others
lobbied and con•nbuted to the banning o
f
hemp cultivation in 1937.
The flower of "bud" of the cannabis hemp
plant is known as manjuana It wasn't until
the 1,460's when smoking marijuana became
widespread in the United States Manjuana.
a, a recreational substance, is far safer than
alcohol or tobacco, which combined kill
over son.onn people ever'. year There has
never been a dead body from marijuana
use in the history of mankind. Citizens
who make the most responsible choice in
a recreational substance, by smoking mar-
ijuana, are punished for doing so. This is
ridiculous'
Let's face it. the last , wrong Anyone
who supports ending hemp prohibition is
urged to attend an organizational meeting
of the Maine Vocals a newly formed pro-
hemp grouro. The meeting will take place
on Tuesday. October 5 at 7pm in the UTA
room, Memorial Union Call 581-6569 for
more i.formation
Ben Chipman
I'M Maine Vocals
• Women s ice hockey
The ice will hold us too
To the Editor
1 am writing in regards to the article
in the Sept. 22 issue of The Maine ('am -
pus concerning the Maine Women's Ice
Hockey team Maine Women's Ice Hock-
ey feels strongly that they were misrep-
resented hy certain facts discussed in that
article We agree that the team does need
to he recognized However, certain is-
sues and people weren't given the credi
t
they deserve
One of the most important facts that
was not emphasized in that article is that
Recreational Sports aids that team not
only morally. hut also financially' We
would not he where we are today if it
weren't for the strong and constant su
p-
port of this department The team doe
s
not forget the fact that Student Govern-
ment supports them financially as well
It is very true that our team does a
great amount of fund raising ti help u
•
throughout the season The monec t
hat
is raised goes toward travel. equipment,
and ice time Alfond Arena has tried to
be exceptionally flexible with these ice
times It is true that we have to practice
at late hours due to the fact that there is
limited ice time available. As a result
of the practice times, we are limited to
the number of players that are able to
participate Yet, that does not hinder
the team from working any harder to-
wards winning
A, a whole, the team feels the pres-
sures of Sockalexis Ice Arena closing We
also feel that we will he given a fair op-
portunity to use the ice at Alfond when it
is available Although we have ice times
scheduled until Nov 11. we would like to
be able to get the same amount 01 ice time
after that date The team does however
consider Alfond Arena their -place to
play
Staceylynn Rondeau
Co-president Women's Ice Hockev
color is a reflection of light, not a reflection
of intelligence of worth t'olor has always
been simply a reflection of light — light
which is meant to give life It was never
meant to breed hatred and misunderstand-
ing.
Stop and listen for once, and find out
exactly who you really are
I really do feel that this world has a long
14a). to go, but 1 feel there is hope
Jamie t'amill
Student
• Maine OW
Thanks to
community'
To the Editor.
The Maine Chapter of CISV (Chil-
dren's International Summer Villages)
wants to thank the people and communi-
ties that supported us at Doris Twitchell
Allen Village this summer Their genet-
riot) enabled 48 children and their lead-
ers from 12 countries to gather at the Old
Town Middle School and spend a month
of sharing and learning. New and lasting
friendships were made among the vii-
r% and all the area people who had
contact with this village.
CTSV is nm by volunteers and beast-
!) depends on donations from individ-
uals, organizations and local business-
es that also support the goal ot peace
through understanding. From the com-
munity site donation to the support
from families vvho hosted children at
var:ous times, the response Was out-
standing. Individuals and businesses
donated food, companies and organi-
zations gave oil to heat water, beds..
pillows and blankets, pool time and
transportation The list is long.
To those who helped, we want to
extend our sincere appreciation for your
involvement. And to the greater Bangor
area, we hope this 'thank you makes
you aware of the fantastic support this
region offers tc. young people CTSN"s
1991 Doris Twitchell Allen Village was
a great success because of the caring
and generosity. of so many.
The CISN -Maine N'illage
Planners &Staff
(At-nets & Stan Peterson,
Doug Springer, Kathy
Schilmoeller, Linda Olson,
John Greenman)
Your opinion matters
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Your Daily
Horoscope
For Monday, September 27
IF TODAY IS YOUR RI
RTHDA1 :
You have a deeply ingrained desire for
moderation in both your emotional and
financial affairs And despite what s
ome
people might think. you can he surprising-
ly cautious in romantic matters and busi-
ness dealings In this. you're old fash-
ioned. you want to know exactly what
you're getting before you take the plunge'
ARIES i March 21 - April 111: Focus
completely on the task at hand, dismis
s
everything else from ratIT mind' Ignore
the clock, let nature indicate the need for
rest
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Deci-
sion making. usually one of your strengths.
is unusually difficult today due to mixed
emotions Wait until things become clear-
er to you
GEMINI Ma 21 - Jane 20): Acting
on your intuition gives von a huge head
SIMI on the nearest competitor on the Joh
today ' This is also a good time to ask for a
favor
('ANCF.R (June 21 - jul 22): Free-
dom of thought and action is crucial to
your success in life A decision must be
made with incomplete information todas.
trust Your instincts
LEO tJuly 23- knit. 22c. Gossip
nves disguised as news with some true
information tossed in to give it credibility
A healthy skepticism is recommended
k1Rt;0 Ant. V - Sept. 22): There
are mans subtle differences between your
sell and a business partner which need to
be ironed out before you pool your re-
sources
LIBRA ISept. 23 - Oct. 22): Km,s
ing when to keep your own council i
s
more important thin knowing when to
speak today Silence never needs to he
retracted
scoRrto (Oct. 23 - Not. 21 t: A
friend's cs nical attitude about love an• •
TAMAI2C sterns from their own romanth
disasters and should he taken with a grain
of salt
kt:ITT ARII 'S Ans. 22 - Dcc. 211:
Pat fr't 'W. a 1 1 I .n
st,I ',kit so. Ia., I,-I,
\ 1 i %13r.
I
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Your Daily
Horoscope EntertainmentP
""14Pli ki tar, Paul
For Tuesday, September 28
IF T(M)A't' IS VIDER RI11111111‘:
1 our curious. personable sign loves to es.
plore new territors and Meet net'. people'
You enjos has ing lots of compans around
to share your thoughts with, solitude isn't
for you, Libra When it comes to health and
sualits, your love of sweets and starches
can he sour undoing An exercise routine is
difficult for you to maintain. brit yen nt,
eSsar.\
ARIII.ZSIMarch 21 - April 141: A friend
walking around in a trance caused hs
mantic or domestic difficulties doesn't re•
ails know what he IN casing let the little
things slide
TAURUS (April 26 - May 201: A
worker ma s question sou in a roundah
to sound out your opinion on a devei
'sting political situation at work Be es,.•
math: hut firm
GEMINI Mnt' 21 hose 261: Rumors
you hear on the street have some learn&
nor in fact hut not much Reis on your
own personal experience ol someone. rails
cr than putting your taith in gossip
CANCFR June 21 - Isis 22t: While
'our ideas sparkle with potential. you must
your hands dins to bring them into
realits A do-it-yourselt kind of das
1,E0 Oa,' 23 - Aug. 22 An offhand
comment gives awas secrets vott never
meant tc reveal, emtsao-assing a friend or
loved one' Silence Is your hest defence'
‘1,t(() tAn. 23- Sept. 221: Keep an
up to date file of your work accomplish-
ments Use it to increase your chances ot
promotion, ex. failing that, to impress a
potential employer'
LIBRA (Sept. 23 Oct. 22): The stars
0.mtrise to improve your working relations
Team efforts run along like a well-oiled
machine Combine your efforts and maxi
Mlle your results'
SCORPIO itIct. LA - !Nev. 21 Al-
though you mat tee- drawn lit the allure of
a dangerous liaison, this relationship will
cause you no end ot trouble' pass it lit'
SAGITTARWS iNto. 22 • Dee. 21 t:
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in h get everything done 1 oil need ti
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Get answers to any three dues
by touch-tone phone 1-90E1-420-
5656 ('SC each minute)
PerNonal Astrolog‘ Consultations ti‘ Telephone
Call 1 4000-728,106.3 to talk 1-on-1 with a pro/et:atonal
 astrologer about yoer
personal onneens - love and oompatabiltty, wee
k enemy. career
relationahipe family
Not is tape or computer mensage, Astrologers ar
e available seven days a
weeh, morning through evening.
 at a cysts of $2.99 per entombs. wItteh is bit lee
to your telephone The tint' minute is FREE You
 must be 111 ot older Cali
tochi* - 14e0-ns-sess.
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ArtsForum
What's
new on
the arts
scene?
In The Near Future:
MCA: "Laurie Anderson in Con-
cert. " Laurie Anderson's combination
of inventive electninics, striking isu-
als. original music and pointed anec-
dotes base cleated a singular vision of
contemporary performing art This jack-
of-all-genres will bong her talents to
the Maine Center for the Arts. Univer-
s tt. ..t- Maine. on 1i1 edneulay , Sept 29
at 7 pm .Admission fee
"Revengt of the .%-ents.- 7
p.rn Wednesday . Sept 29, 101 Nes -
ilk Hall Admission fee.
Gallery talk: " Ann Puu-
noon. Thursday. Sept 30. Cat-
neigie Hall. Free.
Film: "Mach Ado 4 bow ,tioehing."
part of thelsket at the Mall series, 7 and
141 p m Thursday . Sept. 10. Hauck
Auditorium . Admission fee
On-going arts and entertainment -
International roa Dancing every
Monday . 7 p in Memorial Union
Charlie Chaplin The Early Films
of a screen Legend_ the Mid-day Tues-
day Video Program. 2:30-4:30 p.m
ever'. Tuesdas FFA Room, Memorial
Croon
TGIF Music. es-en Friday. noon.
Bangor Lounge, Mernonal Uaion
Art: "F xi-erpri from the is-
rule.- negamtedh, Kathi V. all of Mid
-
Maine Medical Center. through Oct.
16. Women's Resource Center. 101
Fernald Hall
"Anne Cooly, Paintingc." a Mu-
seum ot Art exhibit. through Oct_ 30.
Carnegie Ciallery . Carnegie Hall
"(a"pu, Po5:.'Cainpas Future
Crea:111( (”ffP.1107 an Institution-
ii Mann ,7:g exhibit through earl' fall,
Alumni Hall
iirar A ri (14.- at aivercIt•
Main:Museurnot Art exht tirt, through
Oct S. Hole in the Wall Ctalkr) . Me-
TOrtai 1 mon
"En, outarrr The 1.eraca of Co-
isamhio.- a Hudson Museum rthIbit of
22 color neprOthictiont, of antique 
maps
and is v il:ustrations.. through Oct
10. Mane Center for the Arts
'1-o, o• Crpa:. a Huelsor Muse-
um e ft, h,t ot ohorographs of reople
frorr somal to Mark Sisco. ;rec. ,ancr
outd--, 7 and travel photographer.
:Arctic,- (Nit 10. Mai ne Center for the
Arts
-,a71 Pe and Earth Pirrtdo
ter,:a Hudson MLISCUM exhibit of
Southwestern Native American }sta-
rer). from the collect through Oct. 10,
Maine Ceases fen the Arts
"Theater Departnwnt Exhibition. "
a Museum of An exhibit. thmugh
Oct .22, Hauck Gal lers Memorial
Union
• On-giciag ins and 11101111110106
INe free mien etiorrwtse mot
• 'Man of La Mancha' plays the MCA over t
he weekend
• Functional art is found in the most obvious 
places
• Reality hits UMaine students at the Union
• Domestic violence exhibit
Traumatic art hei
By Deanna L. Partridge
Staff Writer
Excerpts 1-n•in "The Art Inside." an ex-
hibit of work by sun isors of childhood
abuse. will open the Uni.ersity of Maine's
first l'iomestic Violence Awareness Week
with a reception today at 4 pm
Described as expressice traumatic art.
the exhibit gathers works representing etni•
non% and experiences in an effort to pros itie
a Yok't for all curs is-ors of abuse unable to
express their torment to the public. acoord-
ing to the exhibit organizer Kathi Wall
"Artists of all kinds of trauma are impor-
tant use they chronicle what is going im
in our society at ans go en time Domestic
• solence is not new. society is cosi pay mg
Mote attention to it I often wonder what
people will think when they look at this
exhibit in 21) Years.- 9. all said
Wall. program nurse for Mid-Maine
Medical Center's 1)1agiimfic Program for
tliild Abuse. Waters ilk. created the exhib-
it as an adjunct to a child abuse conference
held at Colby College use yeas ago Since
then, it has tn. eled the stale .1101A mg at
universities and hospitals
The exhiso will he shown wi ("MMus
,Ite to the efforts of a senior an the Onward
tens awareness
Piogratil
"I really felt strongly that an exhibit like
this should he brought to a IMaine I. Domes.
tics iolence is just a Libel ; don't feel college
students know what it is. The exhibit puts an
image to it." Chris Bowden. who worked at
l'Maine•s Museum of Art as a preparational
assistant and later as a graphic design intern
while lobbying for the exhibit, said
Bowden said the significance of the ex-
hibits showing on campus lies in the fact
that there ar. approximately 12.(X1) stu-
dents at I. 'Maine. in addition to the faculty •
staff and sisitors, who might base similar
problems to those the contributing artists
base stn. en to portray "The Art Inside." it
a powerful expression and conveyer of the
feelings of sun is-ors because of its visual
nature, according to Bowden
"Victims of physical. mental and sexual
abuse i.flt-n don't have enough strength to
weak out This exhibit gi% es peopte a chance
to base a voice and an awareness that there
are other w ays to speak out," Bowden. herself
a coritnhutor to die exhibit for two years. said
Monday will he the debut of -The Art
!made" at 1.141arne. where excerpts will he on
dispLa!,a de Wcitnert's Resource Center in 
101
Fernaki hail until Oct 16 The complese exhih-
it. which oncosts of ageniximarly 65 pieces
will he on display at the MAIM' it All
in Carnegie Hall. from Not 10 to Jan 1
"Die Art Inside" features sarious art
mediums, including w atercolors. fabric art.
sculptures and sketches Wall noted a piece
of particular significance to the theme of
domestic .iolence is a floor sculpture of a
woman in a cage
-She has teen seserrly beaten withheti,
and items that are in the cage There are shanks
of broken glass. it's quite striking." Wall sad.
The contributing artists to the exhibit are
men. women and children, ranging in age
from 6 to tiO Some of the works were
gathered by permission through art thera-
pists Other pieces were done by profession-
al artists, but most were collected from cur-
is-ors who have chosen art as their form of
expressing their experiences
"The exhibit is a mix between all ages
and stages It's an opportunity for ea ery-
body under the umbrella of survivors to
express themselves," Wall said
October is Domestic Violence Aware-
ness Month and UMaine's awareness week
will feature different acti% ities designed to
raise the consciousness of students with
carious perspectives Other es ents ot inter-
est include a mos ie tomorrow night and a
speakout on Frida.
• MCA Review
European military invades the MCA
1r1c
By Deanna 1.
Partridge
Staff Writer
The Queen ot En-
gland finest militais
men descended on the
Maine Censer Sadie Arts
Thursday Sept 21. and displayed a legality
seldom experienced in rural Maine
musical rnarttang tritlit.r, pert valance
was an imeginsiocal smash hit that cuirrirLfletl
In reward sunding ovations titan the capacits
crowd The M(A managec to ler toe- the
ware. ipenmg dance gala
The "Ros at Rs wt. its on Parade ;on
msied cil the pipes. drums and dancers ot the
Ftot Ranalron Ares It arul siithmarid H
igh
landets accompanied the Massed Bands sit
the Queen • Divisk-in. is Mill Includes the Perri-
ors. ot ,Ro, al Regiment and the Royal
krrp!ian Regiment
Fr..., the rn, mere the perfonnance Pee's'
the audience Ants. the,. Armr in tor .
ildiet, in traditional red dress timform•
pried orrniriF long horn, hunx
harmer, as snare drum, '
err.ticel 11 was me alt.;
Reautifull. tad krF, Nttzinitt
blue and green Maio marched stage to
lowed hy stem larts attired drummers draped m
anima skins To call this a prnresuon hardly
heron to dear-rite the sight with the rwrcicion
drciayeti stitp-on -a-dime mot turn•
When the remaining regiments entered the
stage the question hecarne one of where thes
would all fit Streams cit red wove aurora a
ler (Oskar and green Once dies weir all there.
the regmierits do& 'last *sand aaisenenn and
Pits Oh iso thes rerforrnecl wancase mow
n-
iris and formations or cup while never
missing a heat Dam ability to move and
maneuver in such a small space was 3 pertor-
mance in Ascii Approximately 11 musicians
formed perfectly straight lines in on the stage
This was no( onic a ,fispfac ot another
country 's military pride, however, the affinity
iterscren these •dikhers and the Anemian !mi-
nas was also the...ohne:1 ot regal pre•cnt at NY1
Mans American tunes were played through-
out the evening as were military personnel
recognized
The t norrsity of Maine Resent Officer
Training t'orpt'olor Guard took the stage and
loaned the regmarin for God Save the Queen
and the Star Spangled Banner The entire
MCA crowd was on its feet and singing Sty
Country Thee hi, the end ot the sel
Sec MCA on page 15
The Scots and the Brits stand side b sid
e in a tribute to the United Kingdom's
military history (Boyd photo)
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MCA frinm page 14
Permission to contmoe the performance was
sought from aid granted by the guest of honor,
It Col Jeffrey Wtight, UNtairr professor Un
military science
The dress uniforms were wiwthy of partic-
ular note. Made of hold colon and draped with
animal skins, hats and belts of animal hair. one
can truly. imagine how aivestane these troops
must have hviked approaching battle with
their drums pounding and bagpipes surging
forth They had a presence about them that
would strike awe into any opponent
The regiments also sounded as splendor-
ous as they :iitiked The Princess of Wales's
Ros al Regiment appeared more of a chow
hand. 3 link more on the formal side of things
A drummajor shows off the tradition-
al military dress (Boyd photo)
than a unit one could picture in the heat of
batik This produced a full tone that resound-
ed throughout ihr- house in a itch halance
between the instruments One got the impres-
sion that they, had played the house before with
the ease with which they produced soft verses
and then contrasted them with the loudest of
choruses
Most of the program alternated features of
the different regiments Drummers showed
their stuff with complex carienscs and hinged
maneuvers tossing and twirling sticks Danc-
ers performed the Highland Fling and the
Argyll Broadswords jigs It wasn't all regal
and myal thougk the humorous tide of the
musicians shown through pieces such as the
Tuba Tiger Rag
After listening to songs like the first finale
it is easy to comprehend from whence this
feeling of deer national pack in the United
Kingdom swells More than a particularly
pleasing sound or nicely played piece. the
music inspired a feeling The essence of the
regiments' sense of service and dedication
showed through their lierforinance
Picture a lone piper standing or 3 MI
.is triooking where a bank his just taken r I ace
Slow, sustained strains from his instrument
pen ade the air with their sadness as a tribute to
this lone martyr. the unsung heir of countless
hanks The real tv af ar hits home iradual -
Is the smoke clears Man the valley below as
the full regiment toms the piper with their
hannonii sus and comforting liras. tone It would
seem that the troops below can recoup and
recover Then switch to an upbeat unison piece
as the hands salute the triumph of it all after
realizing a tough fan valiant win
This is the posture the "Roy al Regiments
were able to mar for their audience The lone
piper was Pipe Maior Jim Motherwell and the
hank was only an image of days gone by
connwed by a mind svismi aw as by the music.
On several occasions during the perfor-
mance. the audience hum into familiar song.
spontaneous zipplatar and the like It was one
of the more unexpectedly but inctantaneom
display s of audience interaction the MC.a has
produced in recent memory After the first
standing ovation. many audience members
just chose to remain standing. some out of
excitement and others out of cheer respect 
The
second standing ovation from the crowd was
rewarded in an encore performance The audi-
ence literally could not seem to get enough of
these perfonners Sections of the tisk-my also
—
Picnic to Hirundo
University of Maine Wildlife Refuge
October 1 1993
10:30 to 1700
This is a wildlife refuge.
Parental supervision of your children is re
quired.
Bus transportation pick up at Hauck Circl
e
and University Park Bus Stop.
Bring a sandwich and we'll provide the
dnnk. chips. dessert and fruit.
servlore. sw the -,..rroviter Serwr. 
CifScr. Tor dipedber Friday. Orieber I 100
1 as 4 114
r worr4,4 Anminit at die roc'''. syt,
Art in the ordinary
This colorfull fountain in Merrill Hall dates to 1931
 (Boyd photo.)
W SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
RAM /1,1
COUNSELOR ASSOCIATES
Wellspring, Inc. has part-time COUNSELORS ASSO
CIATE openings it its
residential substance abuse treatment progra
ms. The positions require a
basic understanding of substance abuse issue
s, good listening, group
interactiori, and crisis intervention skills.
Counselor Associates facilitate client growth an
d recovery through posi-
tive interaction and role modeling within a resi
dential based therapeutic
community.
Project-Rebound - Our adolescent program currently
 serves 12
male clients, 14-19 years old. Duties are to assist c
ounselors with
supervision of clients within a therapeutic commu
nity. Applicants
must have had previous experience working with ado
lescents.
The Women's Half-Way House - Our Wom
en's program serves
13 clients, ages 18 and older. Counselor Assoc
iates provide
general supervision of our therapeutic commu
nity and program
during assigned hours
• Applicants must be able to work week
end and overnight shifts.
Please apply before October 8, 14
93 by sending your
resume, accrwnpanied by a cover le
tter indicating which
program's team you wouid like to become a member 
of to:
Marianne H PinkAam
Human Resources Director
Wellspring, Inc
96 Cumberland Street
Bangor Maine 04407
Wellspring, Inc. is a private non-profit orga
nization that provides
residential and out patient services to ad
ults, adolescents, and
families
*a VW! ACTIONIPOUAL OPPORY
IATIPTY EMPLOYER
The musical stole V4 a, %la-tactful Mans.
of the chow's songs have been made into
commercial jingles and it was nice to actu-
Saturday night. The Maine tenter tot the all hear them in context. Songs like -The
Arts was tilled to capacity for the pia "Man Quest illy Impossible Dream)" and "Man
Of La Mancha " The excellent performance of La Mancha" were well done, as were the
produced a well-deserved standing ovation emotional ballads
l'he play takes place at a prison in Seville Brown, as Quixote. did a great job as an
dwing the end of the sixteenth century, old frail man who wants to he knighted and
where Miguel de Cervantes tells the tale of win the admiration of 1)ulcinea Along the
Din Quixote. performing the action to the was he fights with a windmill, which twists
other prisoners as he tells the tale his sword so that it looks like a corkscrew.
The pertomaanoes weir energetic and well Slightly twisted himself. Quixote sees a
characterized. Ronald L. Brown played the castle instead of a run-down inn • calling the
lead role of (Tervantesi Quixote, Susan Nock innkeeper a knight of the castle
played Aldonza Dulcinea, and l)as There were some gnat moments. such as
Maxwell plased Sancho Maxwell was very when Quixote speaks of monsters and nohil-
entertaining as the servant whose only inter- it while the rest of the people just look at
est is to help his master Brown and Nock him as if he were a madman. He refers to
sang with strong %owes. portray ing emotions Aldonza as -Dulvinea" and a lady while she
effectively and at times. movingls continues to tell him that she's a prostitute.
The staging was simple in design, a cir- He holds her in the highest regard. which she
cular platform %stitch ,:ould be entered from eventually accepts
four sides and manipulated to be a prison. There is minimal dancing. which served
inn. coons aid and battleground Quick tran- as an undercurrent to the story set the space
sitions between scenes kept the pace of the was fully used leasing no stagnant pauses
action flowi.,g steadily_ Two interesting characters were the Horse
The costuming was minimal consider- and Mule They had elaborate headpiece
ing the players are supposed to he in a masks that were manipulated in quite espies-
prison. y-et there were exceptions For exam- sive ways by simply nodding or a slight tilt of
tak • the "Knight of the Mirrors" was covered the head whh seemed to ask "Are you
with reflect,%e mirrors and carried shields crazy "" They had a few clever moments
Other characters triclutied tbe Padre Or
I h The Maine Campus. Monday, September 27, 1993
• Local performance
Broadway hit makes successful showing at MCA
By Pete Leathers
Staff Writer
Express:on, costume an s ii made or an exceptiona 'Man o La Ma a' at
the MCA Saturday. (Keisow photo.) 
Carrasoo. Goveraor. the Barber. and the ported the piece well, especially in some of
Captain of the Inquisition They- each did a the larger numbers
fine job at go ing their characters belies able This was an emoy able chow , well worth
representations The ensemble itself sup- two enthusiastic thumbs up
• Virtual Reality
UN:ahle students get to experience virtual reality
By Mari( Steele
Volunteer Wnter
At least once a week there is a major sun
about "Virtual Reality ." eithet on CNN Sci-
ence Report or The Discovery,. Channel On
Friday the hype male its appearance in Hauck
Auditorium
Attempting to cash in on the media's
recent buzzword. The Union Board spon-
sored the presentation of four "Virtuality"
machines at the I'mversity of Maine
The two sit-down machines were, at first
glance, traditional flight-simulator games
except that there wasni a s iew screen
To play , one has to wear a helmet which is
the tiara into the world of virtual reality The
helmet has in front of the placer two screens
behind a lens that together create the "weans
wow" -D effect Speakers hy each ear draw
the player further into the game world
The whole point of the helmet which us
wired to the machine, is to let the computer
know where the player is facing so that they
receive a 360 degree field of It is a %TIN
intense feeling to look over the side of the
biplane and we the ground a thousand feet
below
Tuesday Night's Special
Your Choice of:
• Spaghetti
• Fettucini or
• Ziti (totally tubular pasta)
With Choice of Sauce:
• Tc,roato ill° meat)
• Marinara
• Mushroom Marinara
• Meat Sauce
• White Clam Sauce
• Red Clam Sal;, r
Pa6ta ttl but n!
on $7.50
• • •jasmines
A Ilmqut Ulan Reounint
2s ,14/ &rid • Ova* ,31•iii
866-coo
The biplane version was a lot more fun
than the yet game, rani% because there is a
sarcastic co-pilot who adds depth to the game
The two stand up machines allow two
people to play interactively in a game called
"Dacty I Nightmare"
The obrective in this game is to destroy
the opponent as many times as possible in
three minutes, while dodging marauding
pterodactyls, this Is also the typical play ing
time for the flight games The weapon used
is a grenade launcher, which increases the
difficult% level because the shells have to be
shot at an angle
To plas . one must enter into a four foot
diameter ring that has a fence around it at waist
height Besides the helmet, this time the player
must wear a belt !sack The hell pack connects
the helmet and weapon to the computer I. 'n -
fortunately the wares can slow down the game
if one artertipm It. move too quickly .
This game brings in a new dimension by
allowing one to move around in the game by
mos ing the helmet, and pressing a button on
the weapon The player is also able to see
themselves move the gun on the screen
The graphics and music are much better in
"Dacty I "However, it shares the came draw-
backs with the flight games. The helmet has
to he adios:red we'll in order to have a really
good experience. the graphics tend to smear
if the player moves quickly arid there is no
peripheral vision
All said and done. trtuality w as a lot of
fun, but it hasn't even come close to the
movie "Lawnmower Man." and the most
surreal moments were st atching people play
-Dactyl", it was intense watching these com-
pletely silent people act out their nippy taste
of tits.. future
MID-DAY
The Memorial Union Video Series
fentures
Charlie Chaplin
THE EARLY FILMS OF
A SCREEN LEGEND
September 28
Charlie Chaplin at Essanay Studios 1915
Hu new .10t, 3 The Tramp
2 The Champion 4 A Woman
Ti 'ESDAY 2e30 P.M.
TOTMAN LOUNGE
MEMORIAL UNION
Sponsored by the Memorial Union
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Sports -
The University of N
Wait suffered Its first 1
Saturday, dropping a 1.
mad to No. 15-ranked P
Black Bars, 6-1 tattle
Sunday with a 2-0 shut
College in Springfield,
In Saturday's game,
only goal it would n1;
the tint period when ?del
the Friars.
The Friars manarod
penalty comas. while I
shots anti had one pima'
goalie Mary Lou Wins*
The Black Bears ge
fling tradc Sunday in the:
field UMaire's Wendy
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The University of Maine field hociwy
team sulfated Us first loss of the sawn
Saturday-, rimming a 1-0 decision ori the
road to No. 15-moked Piovidence By, the
Black Bests, 6-1 an the season, rebixesied
Sunday with a 24) shutout of Springfield
College in Springfield, Mass
In Salay's gitene. Proviciense got the
only goal it veouki need at the 26:42 mirk of
the fuNtpaiod when Melif.5.1MIIN scored foi
the Friars.
The Rims menaced 15 shoats and seven
penalty cornets, while UMeine Inc* eight
shots and had one penalty corner UMame
goalie Mary Liu Winarl ow& 12 SaVek.
The Ill** Bears gr4 back on the win-
ning track Sunday in the 2-0 win over Spting-
fiekt tiMaine's Wendy DuBois opened the
scoring at the 8:45 mat of the first perkii
knocking in a goal off a aeryi Borinell peas.
The Wadi Bears other goal came at the
31.16 mark ofthe iecond period on a wove
Jenru Stincho-h-oh.
Winne! played well m pasting hnfourth
shutout of the season and school -record 1 fah
of her canter. She made nine savm and
stopped Providence on a penalty stroke.
Black Bear women pick
up first two wins
Rhonda Pelkey scored a pair of goals
and aided an assist in leading the University
of Maine women's soccer team to a 5-0
victory over Hofstra Saturday in Hemp-
stead. N.Y
The Blaci. Bears Men won their seocind
consecutive game Sunday defeating SUNY
at Stoiwybrook 4-0 m Stony Amok. N.Y.
The two %MS — their first two of the
season — improved the Fl lack Bears' record
to 2-4-1 on trie season.
Pelkey, a Se11110r forward from Bangor,
set up a goal by Sharon Bothwell later on in
the win over Hofstra Bothwell Aso had two
pals in the amest, the other oineng on a
Nicoie Kimball feed KenleyOstinmewored
the other I. 'Maine goal on a kit Farina pass
UMaine goalkeeper Allison Snooks had
five saves
(InSurida's, Formosa-need a pair (-tetras.
Amanda Dariak and Crwitardo alsohad gi ads
for I'Maine, whale Ftethwell. Farina and
Pelkey added assist)
Srooktnicked up her thin-I shutout of the
- ,oi-rek.arlsoithoi
UMaineIXuntry teams
in weekend action
The I, ruyescits at Mare men's and
woe nee' s co srionmy warns were hot in
action this weekend at the Boston College
X-C InYturtiong.
The UMaine women ninth m a field of
12, with Providence College winning the
meet hetiod Am) Rtaziolph') fu Nt place
Brush Tap fat ober.. for 1 Maine were Kerry
Brothers (4)st), Heather Pala (50th Moira
Armen (51rd). Rohm Caroni! c'th and
Tiffany Pepe (511thi
• Wildcats trounce UMaine football, 63-13
• Finn Column: Thoughts while watching the blowout
• UMaine tennis results frcm Saturday
• UMaine football
AMM=M1111111MIIM
Wildcats destroy UMaine, 63-13
Black Bears allow most points in school history; suffer worst defeat in 21 years
By Chris Castellano was beginning to receive SiIIIIC respec
t
Sports Writer Af
ter all, the Minutemen were consid-
ered to be one of the Yankee Conference's
Coming off an emotional 17-13 victory elite teams and me young but rejuvenated
over highly touted Massachusetts a week Black Bears held them to a defensive -
low 13
points.
ago,the University of Maine football team
University of New Hampshire receiver David G
amble, shown here in action last
season, caught 4 touchdown passes in UNH'< " 13 win o
ver UMa:ne Saturday
in Durham, NH. (Kiesow photo.)
UMaine looked like they would contin-
ue that momentum against UNH. UMaine
took the opening kickoff and marched the
ball 110 yards, capped off by a Robert Tubbs
50-yard scoring scamper down the right
sideline
The momentum builder was short lived
however, as UNH' s power offense went on
to outscore the Black Bears 63-6 the rest of
the way.
The Wildcats (2-2) hammered UMaine
(2-2) by a 63-13 score. breaking a 102-year
old UMaine record for the most points al-
lowed in a single game
The Wildcats countered the Black Bears
use plas scoring Lime with a 5S-y ard drive
of their own that ended when quarterback
Jim Stayer connected with wide receiver
David Gamble on a 14- ard crossing pattern
to tie the score at 7-7 It was Gamble's first
of four 11)'s on the day.
"I base great confidence in Jim when he
has the time to make the plays," said Wild-
cats coach Bill Bowes "If he ha.s the time to
throw the hall then he's going to make the
completions for us"
['Maine didn't give up though and crept
to within a point at 14-13 with just over six
minutes left in the first quarter when quar-
terback Emilio Colon found fullback Steve
Knight down the nght sideline for a 40-s ard
touchdown catch
But I NH dictated the pace of this game
and came right hack using a seven minute
hall-control offense that ended with full-
back Lee McClinton scoring from a yard out
to increase the scree to 21-13.
The Black Bears hope of a second quar-
ter comeback diminished when UMaine
was called for for an illegal procedure pen-
alty deep in Wildcat territory with just over
1:00 left that subsequently ended with a
missed field goal trs from 31 yards out
"That penalty hurt, it really hurt" said
Black Bear coach Jack Cosgros.e
"It's always nice to gain a link bit or
momentum going into the half. especially
when your down by two touchdowns like we
were"
1 'Maine's inability to put some points on
the hoard carried os er into the second half
when their defense failed them
1. 'NH put the Black Bears away early in
See UMAINE FOOTBALL
on page 19
• Column
Random tho
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Just a few thoughts
that tiptoed through my
mind while watching
UNH np off nine tnine'1
touchdowns against our
poor little Black Bears Saturday
• kre you beginning to get the feeling
That we are never going to know what to
expie,i from week to week with this foot
hall team this veal" I know Jack Cos-
ts while watching the blowout
gros rsBlat k Bears certainly base me absolutel
y atrocious on the road
dumbfounded
They go from the humiliating low of a
4S .fl loss to Boston University. to the
emotional high of upsetting highly -regard-
ed ['Mass, and then hack down to the
makepit again — all in the course of three
weeks That's a wilder roller-coaster ride
than anything Disney-world has to offer
Ttw only thing 1 can figure out is that
they a7e one of those young. maddeningly
iiwormstent teams that plays well enough
to heat any-body at home, and then looks
And since
the Black Bears don't play at Alumni
Field again until Oct 21. well
• Watching UNE wide receiver David
Gamble pick apart the UMaine defense
for 163 yards and four touchdowns Satur-
day, I came *o the realization that if you
can throw the football in a spiral. you have
a dam good chance of beating the Black
Bears
Now. don. t get me wrong. Gamble is a
Fier FINN COLUMN on page 19
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Curtis is the Pride of the Expos
By Ben Walker
AP Baseball Writer
MoN TREAl. (AP) -- two hours
before game time at Olympic Stadium. and
rookies are upping in and out of the batting
cage. cracking line drives that echo sharply
throughout the domed ballpark
Kids cluster behind the Montreal Expos
dugout on the first base side. clamoring for
autographs Montreal's w anitup jerseys do
not have players' names on the back, so
these young fans, unfamiliar with the faces
of the September callups. call out numbers
"Hey. No 16" one boy pleads. "Over
here"'
Curtis Pride. No. 16, does not turn
around
Ordinarily. players preparing for bat-
ting practice pretend not to hear. Pnde.
however, is no ordinary player
"I'd like to be known as Curtis Pride.
good ballplayer." he says "But I know I
will he known as Curtis Pride, deaf ball-
player
Born 95 percent deaf after his mother
developed rubella dunng pregnancy . Pride.
who wears a hearing amplifier behind his
left ear, is the only deaf person play mg pro
baseball
Pride, a 24-year-old outfielder, made ii
to the majors two weeks ago after seven
years in the minors He's 2-for -5 for the
Expos with a triple, a double and three
RBIs
Earlier this year, he tore up Double • A
Harrisburg and Triple-A Ottawa. hafting.
combined 124 with 21 home runs, s() sto_
len bases and 106 runs in 119 games
In the outfield, Pride has made up for
his hearing loss by taking special v ision
training that helps him track the hall by
sight. rather than the crack of the bat On
the bases, coaches use hand signals to warn
him about pickoffs
The Expos signed Pride last December
after he was released by the New York
%lets, who had drafted him in 1986 He
nner made it past Double-A and batted
only _247 overall, but there was a reason
Pride was a finance student at William
& Mary College. where he also played
point guard on the basketball team He
graduated on time, although it meant his
baseball seasons started late
"It set me back a lot." he said "I never
got to go to spring training for four years
But if I had to do it all over again. I'd do the
same thing There is no guarantee playing
professional baseball "
Pride's speech is exceptionally' clear
His sentences may speed up or slow down
a hit in the middle, but every word is
understandable
Like Jim Abbott. the New York Yan-
kees pitcher born without a nght hand.
Pride gets plenty of mail It comes ad-
dressed to Pride of the Expos
"I get a lot from children w ho are deaf."
he said "They look up to me as a role
model I tell them not to won-y about what
people think and not to let people tell them
what they can't do."
Now, he returns home in the offseason
to teach special education. This winter.
he'll base lots to talk about
RUSH
Monday. September 27th 9:00pm
Monday Night Football
Nachos & Dip
Wednesday. September 29th 4:30pm
Dinner with the Brothers
For ride or rush info call
• UMaine tennis
UMaine tennis falls to Holy Cross
UMaine versus Holy Cross, Saturday in Worcester, MA:
Singlet
11 Kath Melli (IIC) def. Jen Goldstein
(UM), 6-3, 6-3.
2) Kay Perkins (HC) def Laura lioloway
(UM). 6-0, 6-3.
3) Stepli Raymond ( HC) der . Andrea Leish-
man (UM). 6-1, 6-0.
4) All McDonald (HC) def. Sara Smith
(UM), 6-0, 6-1.
5) Deicire O'Brien (HC) def. Jen Satrzn
(UM). 6-4, 6-1.
61 Ann Renard (UM) def. Meg Fleming
(MC), 6-2, 6-3
1.)oubleL
1) Melli and Perkins (HC) def. Goldstein
and Renard (I'M), 6.0,7-6
2) O'Brien and Ann Reindeer) (HC) def.
Holoway and Leishman (UM), 7-ri, 6-
3.
3) Courtney Gelvins and Elizabeth Ovarta
(HC) def. Satran and Smith (UM) 6-2,
6-4.
Final score: HC, 7-1.
UMaine record: 3-4.
• MLB wrap-up
Ex-UMaine star Swift wins 20th
Giants 5. Padres 2
SAN FR ANCISCO API— Billy Swift
became the Giants' second 20-game win-
ner and Barry Bonds hit his fourth home
run in three games as San Francisco beat
the San Diego Padres 5-2 Sunday
Bill Swift (Photo courtesy of San Fran-
cisco Giants and UMaine baseball
media guide.)
With Swift i 2040 and John Burkett
(20-7). San Francisco became the first
team to have two 20 game winners since
the 1990 Oakland Athletics, who accom-
plished the feat with Bob Welch and Dave
Stew art
Swift allowed three hits in eight in-
nings. retiring the last 12 hatters he faced
He struck out two and walked one
Swift, a native of South Portland, Me .
played at the University of Maine from
1982 to '85
Thr came drdr kt:in ncr 1,11,1N for
the right-hander. who hit the first batter.
One out later. Billy Bean doubled to score
Jarvis Brown. ending Swift's 19-inning
scoreless streak
But in the fourth, Bonds put the Giants
up 2-1 with a home run after starter Doug
Brocail (3-13) walked Matt Williams
Twins 5, Red Sox 2
BOSTON ( AP) — Mike Trombley al-
lowed one run and five hits in six innings
as the Minnesota Twins beat the Boston
Red Sox 5-2
Kirby Puckett hit a run-scoring double
and Pedro Munoz added an RBI single as
the Twins scored twice in the third Kent
Hrhek drove in the first run with an RBI
single in the first
Chuck Knoblauch and Jeff Rehoulet
each had run-scoring singles in the eighth
for Minnesota
It was the first win for 1 romhley (6-51
as a starter since Aug 14 Rick Aguile
pitched the ninth for his .13rd save.
Boston scored a nm in the sixth on a
RBI double by Bob 7.upcic, but Jeff Mc-
Neely struck out with two outs and the
bases loaded, ending the inning Zupcis
added a run-scoring single in the eighth
Paul Quantrill (6-111allowed three runs
and seven hits in five innings.
litnals 4. nRels
KANSAS ('11 Y. Mo (AP) --George
Brett homered twice and drove in five
runs, hitting a game-winning homer in
See MI.R on page 20
Sugarloaf/USA
College Season Pass
$275
Prior to October 1st
Coming Down the Mountain!
On sale at
the Athletic Ticket Office
8:30 am - 3:30 pm.
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very, very good pass-catcher (former
Maine ('antrug Sports Editor Tim Hop
ey, who covers UNII football for the
Portymouth Herald. tells me Gamble has
a whole gaggle of NH. scouts watching
him at every game). but Jerry Rice he
isn't The fact is that the Black Rears are
just plain had at defending the opposi-
tion's air attack.
Although they heat ground-oriented
I 'Mass last veek, UMaine still came into
the UNI1 game at the bottom of the Yan-
kee Conference in pass defence (267 yd,
per garnet They promptIc went out and
allowed UNI1 quarterback Jim Stayer to
ihmw for 31R before the Wildcats merci-
fullc began running out the clock via the
ground game in the fourth quarter
Otherwice, Stayer might have thrown
for 5(1) yards. Gamble could have broken
the league yardage record of 211 yards
icet h UNH's Curtis Olds versus ()Conn
in 19/18), and the wore would have been
more like 54-I A
With an open date next week. the Black
Bear defensive backs and respected
UMaine secondary coach Steve Spagnuo-
lo have plenty of time to make corrections
before their next game. They'd better.
because they face the University of Rich-
mond Oct 9. and I can see the mouths of
the Spiders' All-American pass-catch duo
of Greg Lilly and Rod Boothec wateting
from here
• One UMaine athletic team that lc
basing a remartabilc consistent season is
the tMaine field hockec team Coach
Terry Kiss squad has jumped out to a 6-
1 start behind the play of veterans Chercl
Bonnell, Mary Lou %Vinod and M,chelle
Callan and freshman Annie Elkanich Die
team's cuccecs has even got me never a
big field hockey enthusiast - excited.
See, before this year, my basic experi-
ence with field hockey consisted of watch-
ing a few high school games a couple of
years ago The game, to me, seemed to
consist of a bunch of girls in plaid skirts
hacking at a small white ball while the ref
blew her w histle every five seconds to call
some infraction I didn't understand The
highlight came when, during a flurrc of
action with everyone on the field try ing to
hit the hall, some poor girl would come
hopping out of the pack like a wounded
kangaroo after getting cracked in the chin
with one of those thick wood sticks. That
wac cool, otherw ice, I thought it was a
pretty dull game
But the other day, due to some twist of
scheduling fate (everyone on the (-ammo-
sports staff hut me had clacc). I had to
cover the I 'Maine team's game w ith Dart-
mouth It cc as the first collegiate field
hockey game I had ever ceen, and hontct-
ly I cc as expecting the high point to be
when the game ended and I could leave
But comethilig odd happened. 1 reallc
enjoyed it The game is fast-paced, and the
UMaine players are vers athletic and in-
credibly intense It cc as actually fun to
atch----esen without anchodc petting
whacked in the shin I still don't really
understand what all the whictlec are for
icing. maybe"), but you can bet I'm Fool
to go to a few more of UMaine .c games
and try to figure it out
You should, too Thec lost might he
the most exciting team playing right now
on the I'Mairie campus
 
 
FreUMaine's Jody Castonguay (right) is one of the many unsung heroes rv,Black Bear field hockey team (Boyd.) S  Burgers!
UMaine football front page 1
the third quarter w hen Stayer again connect-
ed with Gamble, who broke a tackle and
galloped down the sideline for a 56-yard
touchdown to make the score 35-13
-That was ecpeciallc disappointing be-
cause I gave them a good talk on ctopping
them early in the second halt, but our de-
fence just didn't respond.- said Cosgrove
"It chows what kind cut an incpiration
am to these kids
Gamble finished the afternoon catching
seven passes for 163 yards arid a school-
record tour touchdowns
Overall the Wildcats tallied up a ceaso,
high 571 yards on the day. with Stayer
connecting on 20 of 26 passes for 338 aril •
and four touchdowns.
On the bright side 'if there was one) f..
1 -Maine. Knight tallied up a cea..on high 14'
total yards. 99 of which were on the ?mono
and one touchdown
"Steve just had a solid game for us cal, •
Cosgrove
"We felt that we could get some thou
going vs ith him and it c definitely a positiv
especiallc for the future "
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the 10th inning Sundai to lead the Kan
('its Roials 0%er the California An
gels 9
Brett doubled in a run in the lust and
hit a three-run homer in the fourth the
game-winner came off Paul Su Ingle M-
I California's sixth pitcher. who entered
at the start Of the 10th
Kansas ('its tied the game in the ninth.
scoring three runs with the help ot three
walks Brett was the first runner after he
was hit by Steye Frey Frey then walked a
hatter and w as replaced by Joe Grahe. who
walked two more batters. torcmg in a run.
and gait- up a two run single to Mike
Mastarlane
Jeff Montgomery ih- si pitched one hut -
less inning for the sictory
Brakes 7. Phillies 2
P11W AD! 1 PHI A API - - Jeff Fllaus
er's two-run single in a lour-run %e% enth
inning snapped a tie and the Atlanta Bras:.
heat the Philadelphia Phullies 7-2 Sunda 
Ste% e Aim% (I 7-)pitchedsix innings.
allowing tom hits and tuo runs Greg
McMichael. the third Atlanta pitcher. got
the list three outs
A ith the score 2 all, pins h hitter Delon
Sanders opened the sex enth with a walk
and ads anced to second on a wild pitch by
Curt Schilling (15-71 Otis Nixon then
heat out a hunt. with Sanders taking third
Nixon stole second without a throw
and /Hauser hit a 3-2 pitch for a single to
right, scoring two runs After Ellauser's
hut. Schilling left for 1 arry Andersen. who
retired Ron Gant David West replaced
Andersen and walked Fred McGriff and
Dail.) Justice to load the bases
Pirates S. Cubs I. 1st game
Pirates I. ('uhs 0, 2nd game
PITTSBURGH - I in Wake-
field pitched a foe-hitter for the Yu:tory
as a the Pittsburgh Pirates beat the Chica-
go Cubs I 0 Sunda to sweep a double-
header
In the opener. Jeff King's three run.
tiehreaking double in the eighth inning
helped Pittsburgh heat Chicago 5-I
Mike Morgan III) 141allowed lust four
hits in sex en innings Al Martin had an
RBI single in the first inning for the game's
only run
Mark Grace led off the ninth with a
single and ads anced to third on a single
hy Rick Wilkins with one out But Wake-
field (5- I I) got Sammy Sosa to ground to
third and Grace was thrown out at the
plate
Pinch-hitter Doug Jennings was hit by
a pitch to load die bases hut Eric Yelding
popped out to end the game
First-game winner Paul Wagner 1X-71
i.axe utu five hits, walked one and struck
out eight in eight innings.
Carlos Garcia and And: Van Sly ke
wrapped singles around Jay Bell's walk to
set up King's bases-clearing hit It came
off Bill Brennan. who worked in relief of
rookie Steve Trachsel (0-21
Rockies 12. Reds 7
DFNVER (API - Andres Galarraga
hit a two-run homer and Eric Young a
pair of solo shots as the Colorado Rock-
ies beat the Cincinnati Reds 12-7 Sun-
day.
Galarraga hit his 22nd homer in the
third inning off Larry Luehhers (2-51 The
Rockies batted around in the fourth in-
ning. scoring use times to chase Lueb-
hers After two walks to open the inning,
Roberto Mejia lined a two-run double
Charlie Hayes had a two-run single. Nel-
son Liriano produced another run with a
fielder's-choice grounder. and the Reds
contributed two errors
Young hit his first homer in the fifth
and homered again on his next at-bat in
the se‘enth
Cincinnati got to Armando Renoso
(12-10) for a run in the first inning on
Reggie Sanders' RBI triple In the fifth.
Thomas Howard tripled and scored on
Jacob Brumfield•s single
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per personality' Rate 'leg Sylvia • 947
7504 eves or 1-3131 days
We're back! Male ft female strippers tor
piitroa,is ttaterr•vry sorority & spec ai
r al' f iorira 047 Eldr,‘
MEMBERSHIP OPEN '
YOU'RE IF1 AND WE WANT YOU' -
5 10
COME FOR FUN FOOD AND FRIEND-
SHIP , •
SAA'S GOT THE e
GOOD STUFF BOXES, COLLEGIATE
WELCOME KITS: SAA Protect, •
LiMaityf ' uSi
Orono Thrift Shop-Wed 11 a II1
pm, Sat 11 am -2 pm From Main
take Pine, 2nd right to Bach
Astrology/natal chart: Inc! planets.
houses rising signs etc Time date, Place
needed 57- Terez 827-8076
-Oci FREE at Say River! Become a
College Represertatrve Sell 9 season
passes to receive a free season pass 525
a' on aodstional sales
4 ::i00 ext 255
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL AT THE
BEAR'S DEN. v'Yeekly TNLGATE PARTY
dveaysay 99 food specials start at  800pen
--H. —Trimmer- ill
aP0)
3 1/2 bedrooms-washer, dryer, dish-
'arnPus 5700 a
montr "'eat rc Joed Call 827-6788
- 
0
ORONO/OLD TOWN ATTENTION
STUDENTS: F, Piro' neatect,fo, bath.
iutcher Ilona ',Y modern, clean, beauti-
tul nyerview avail furnished or unfur-
nished, 1 mi to Unry call 827-6212
Like advantage ol our
CiaSSirled Sper
3 lines
3 days
5 dollars.
All classified ads miss
bc PrePtild- Any (111C -
lions just call 581-
I 2 71
